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A  the cross-sectional area 
φ   the magnetic flux in the coil 
fCR  the resonance frequency of the LC circuit  
fDR  the driving frequency of the sensing element 
fMI  the optimum magneto-impedance (MI) ratio frequency 
H   the magnetic field in the sensor core 
Hext  the external DC magnetic field  
µ0  the absolute permeability of open space 
µr(t)  the sensor core relative permeability
N  the number of turns of the pickup coil
Vi  the voltage induced in a coil 
VI  the input voltage 
Vpp  the output peak to peak voltage 
Z(Hext)  the impedance for the external DC magnetic field 
Z(Hmax) the impedance at the maximum field for 2500 mA 
Z
Z∆   the magneto-impedance (MI) ratio 
( )
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A portable brain activity monitoring device is very versatile as it can be 
used in many applications like in the medical field for brain mapping using MEG, 
preventing the occurrence of accidents caused by drivers falling into sleep or for 
non-contact detection of pilot in-flight blackout. However, such a device requires 
a magnetic sensor with an extremely high sensitivity, which poses a great 
challenge to its portability.  
The main objective is to develop a high sensitivity micro-sensor which can 
be used in a portable brain activity monitoring device. A novel micro magnetic 
sensor called Current Driven Magnetic Permeability Interference (CDMPI) sensor 
has been developed for this purpose. This sensor has a sensing element made of a 
composite micro-wire core which is plated with a thin layer of soft ferromagnetic 
material (Ni80Fe20). This material has a high permeability such that it can be 
magnetized very easily in the presence of a weak magnetic field. By making use 
of the interference in the magnetic permeability when a sinusoidal current is 
passed into the sensing element which in the presence of an external D.C. 
magnetic field, an output voltage is induced across the pickup coil. Next, a 
capacitor is connected across the pickup coil so that a circuit resonance is 
introduced into the sensor and thereby increases the sensitivity of the sensor. The 
output peak-to-peak voltage across the LC circuit, which is proportional to the 
magnetic field, is then measured.  
Experimental studies on the CDMPI sensor have been carried out to see 
how the various parameters influence the sensitivity and resolution of the sensor. 
 ix
From the experimental results, it has been found that for the range of 0 Oe to 
0.695 Oe; it is able to achieve a maximum sensitivity of 2273.7 mV/Oe and a 
maximum resolution of 7.0 T. The requirements needed for the sensor are 
as follows. Firstly, an optimum input voltage should be used to drive the MPI 
sensing element while maintaining a second harmonic output voltage signal from 
the sensor. Secondly, the sensor must be operated at the critical frequency 
condition whereby f
910−×
DR = fCR = fMI. Next, the sensing element should be one that 
has longitudinal anisotropy. Finally, the number of turns of the pickup coil, N 
needs to be as large as possible because it has been found that as N is increased; 
the resolution of the sensor will also be improved. 
 
In summary, a micro composite magnetic sensor is developed and the various 
parameters affecting the sensitivity and resolution are tested and discussed in this 
research project. Optimum parameters are also proposed to make a high 






It has long been known that activities of cells and tissues generate electrical fields 
which can be detected on the skin surface, and also corresponding magnetic fields 
in the surrounding space. One example of such a phenomenon is observed in a 
human brain whereby a neuron in the brain actually causes a current to flow 
within the brain, producing an electric potential difference on the scalp, and hence 
generating a weak magnetic field around the brain. These electric and magnetic 
field can be measured by electroencephalography (EEG) and 
magnetoencephalography (MEG) respectively. Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 
is completely non-invasive, non-hazardous technology for functional brain 
mapping by measuring the associated magnetic fields emanating from the brain. 
 
By making use of such a technique, it is possible for people to monitor their brain 
activities. This is essential as it will improve the qualities of human life, such as 
improving the qualities of sleeping through the studying of physics of sleep, 
preventing the occurrence of accidents caused by drivers falling into sleep as well 
as for non-contact detection of pilot in-flight blackout. The activities of the human 
brain can be detected by using appropriate magnetic field detectors. 
 
1.1 Problem 
Currently, there are many available sensors in the market that are capable of 
detecting magnetic field. Some popular magnetic sensors are the Hall Effect 
magnetic sensors, Giant Magneto-resistive (GMR) sensors, Giant Magneto- 
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impedance (GMI) sensors, Fluxgate sensors and the Superconducting Quantum 
Interference Device (SQUID). At present, only the SQUID is capable of detecting 
biomagnetic fields that are generated by the brain which vary from 10-12 to 10-
14Tesla. However, the use of the SQUID magnetometer is limited by its high costs 
and huge space required due to its size and equipment required. In view of this 
problem of cost and space, there is a need for the development of a high 
sensitivity and resolution micro-sensor that can be used in a portable brain activity 
monitoring device for real time monitoring. 
 
1.2  Motivation 
The detection of real time human brain activities will significantly improves the 
lives of many people. Potential areas of applications include fundamental research 
for the brain, neural clinic measurements and individual daily brain activity 
monitoring, such as sleep onset monitoring. These wide applications that are 
possible with the development of a micro bio magnetic sensor will greatly 
enhance the quality of living and hence provide the motivation behind this 
Research Project.  
 
1.3 Objective 
The objective of the project is to design and develop a high sensitivity and 
resolution micro-sensor capable of measuring extremely weak magnetic fields. 
During the development of the sensor, experimental studies will be performed to 
test the sensitivity and resolution of the sensor. In the above mentioned 
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experimental studies, investigations will be carried out to analyze the effects of 
varying the sensing element parameters, a.c. driving source parameters and the 
pickup circuit parameters in relation to the sensitivity and resolution of the sensor. 
Details of each of the parameters investigated are as follows: 
 
Sensing Element Parameters 
1. Effect of the optimum magneto-impedance (MI) ratio frequency, fMI on the 
sensitivity and resolution of the sensor.  
2. Effect of the magnetic anisotropy on the sensitivity and resolution of the 
sensor. 
AC Driving Source Parameters 
1. Effect of the magnitude of input current across the sensing element on the 
sensitivity of the sensor.  
2. Effect of the frequency of driving current across the sensing element on 
the sensitivity of the sensor.  
Pickup Circuit Parameters 
1. Effect of circuit resonance on the sensitivity and the resolution of the 
sensor by changing 
 the number of turns of the pickup coil, N  




This research project seeks to develop portable micro-biomagnetic sensors by 
designing and developing a micro sensor with the capabilities of measuring very 
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weak magnetic fields. In order to achieve such sensors, three key areas will be 
studied and analyzed. They are the magnetic properties of the sensing element, the 
a.c. driving current and the pickup circuit of the Current Driven Magnetic 
Permeability Interference (CDMPI) sensor. Detailed evaluations will then be 
brought forth and discussed and recommendations for the design improvement 
will be proposed. 
 
The organization of this thesis is as follows. In the next chapter, a literature survey 
is done to verify the novelty of the idea as well as provide background 
information on the current developments on magnetic sensors for weak magnetic 
fields. In Chapter 3, the design of the Current Driven Magnetic Permeability 
Sensor (CDMPI) sensor will be illustrated and its working principle will be 
explained in details. This is followed by a chapter on the newly designed magnetic 
shield. Chapter 5 displays the experimental setups involved and the procedures 
used for the measurement of the sensitivity and resolution of the sensor. Chapter 6 
covers the experimental studies of the sensing element in extensive details, 
followed by another investigation of the other two components of ac driving 
current and pickup coil in Chapter 7 and 8 respectively. Analysis and discussions 
will also be addressed under these respective chapters. This is followed by 










In this chapter, relevant theories on the ferromagnetic materials are examined. 
Detailed background information of the three types of magnetic sensors that are 
able to sense the magnetic field through the interference in the magnetic 
permeability of the sensing element will also be presented. In this chapter, a brief 
introduction into the working principles of these magnetic sensors through various 
papers and references will also be given. 
 
2.1 Ferromagnetic materials 
Ferromagnetism is a distinctive magnetic behaviour that is seen in metals like 
iron, nickel, cobalt and manganese, or their compounds and some of the rare 
earths like gadolinium, dysprosium) when a magnetizing force is applied to 
increase the magnetic flux associated with the material, but there exists a 
saturation point for most of the magnetic materials beyond which the associated 
magnetic flux does not increase. This condition is referred to as magnetic 
saturation [1]. The magnetic properties of ferromagnetic materials come from the 
motion of electrons in the atoms. Each electron has a magnetic (spin) moment. For 
a single atom in isolation there is a definite magnetic moment, which may be 
ascribed to a conceptual atomic magnet [2].  
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Ferromagnetic materials exhibit a long-range ordering phenomenon at the atomic 
level, which causes the unpaired electron spins to line up parallel with each other 
in a region called a domain. Within the domain, the magnetic field is intense, but  
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in a bulk sample the material will usually be unmagnetized because the many 
domains will themselves be randomly oriented with respect to one another. 
 
Ferromagnetic materials will tend to stay magnetized to some extent after being 
subjected to an external magnetic field. This tendency to "remember their 
magnetic history" is called hysteresis (see Figure 2.3). The fraction of the 
saturation magnetization, which is retained when the driving field is removed, is 
called the remanence of the material [3].  
 
Generally, ferromagnetic materials can be separated into two groups and they are 
magnetically hard and magnetically soft. For soft materials, they have high 
permeability, and are easily magnetized and demagnetized. However, for hard 
materials once they are magnetized, they cannot be demagnetized easily. Since, 
magnetically soft materials are the ideal choice for magnetic sensor because for a 
sensor to be sensitive, it must have high permeability and it must be easy to be 
magnetized. 
 
2.2 Magnetization Processes 
2.2.1 Magnetic Domain 
 
By application of a field on a ferromagnetic material, the entire domain wall 
structure becomes mobile, at first slowly then, with increasing magnetic field 
strength, in large jumps. Those domains, in which the spontaneous magnetization 
happens already to lie roughly in the direction of the lines of the magnetic field, 
grow by wall displacements at the expense of the other domains. This process is 
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called domain wall displacement. (Figure 2.1) The high permeability of soft 
magnetic materials is due to the easy domain wall displacements. 
 
 
The other magnetization process that occurs on magnetization of a ferromagnetic 
metal is the moment rotation. It occurs by means of which the atomic magnets of 
a whole domain align themselves simultaneously in the field direction under the 
influence of the magnetic field. (Figure 2.2) However, this rotational process 
demands relatively high field strengths. With soft magnetic metals, the wall 
displacements usually take place in the whole metal first before the spontaneous 
magnetization of a domain can either rotate or snap into field direction by means 
of a moment rotation. [4] 
 
2.2.2 AC Magnetization Processes 
A good permanent magnet should produce a high magnetic field with a low mass, 
and should be stable against the influences which would demagnetize it. The 
desirable properties of such magnets are typically stated in terms of the remanence 
and coercivity of the magnet materials.  
Figure 2.1 Domain Wall Displacements 
Without Field With Field 
Hext
Hext
Without Field With Field
Figure 2.2 Moment Rotation 
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Figure 2.3 Typical hysteresis loop of ferromagnetic materials 
When a ferromagnetic material is magnetized in one direction, it will not relax 
back to zero magnetization when the imposed magnetizing field is removed. The 
amount of magnetization it retains at zero driving field is called its remanence. It 
must be driven back to zero by a field in the opposite direction; the amount of 
reverse driving field required to demagnetize it is called its coercivity. If an 
alternating magnetic field is applied to the material, its magnetization will trace 
out a loop called a hysteresis loop (see Figure 2.3). The lack of retraceability of 
the magnetization curve is the property called hysteresis and it is related to the 
existence of magnetic domains in the material as mentioned earlier. 
The hysteresis loop above is plotted in the form of magnetization M as a function 
of driving magnetic field strength H. This practice is commonly followed because 
it shows the external driving influence (H) on the horizontal axis and the response 
of the material (M) on the vertical axis.  
In this thesis, the area of interest is magnetically soft ferromagnetic materials in 
which the magnetic field can be easily reversed. A magnetically soft material 
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generally has high permeability but very small coercivity. This will lead to them 
having very narrow hysteresis loops. 
2.3 Various Types of Magnetic Sensors 
As there are many different types of magnetic sensors, the following table shows 
the various magnetic sensors and their resolution range. 
Table 2.1 Magnetic sensors and their detectable field range 
 
2.3.1 Magneto-Impedance (MI) Sensor  
Recently, magneto-impedance (MI) phenomena have attracted much interest 
because of their potential for applications in micro sensors. [5] The magneto 
impedance effect found in amorphous wires with soft magnetic properties in 1992 
is noticeable as a new principle for sensing magnetic field. According to this 
effect, the impedance of the soft magnetic materials in the range of high 
frequencies changes remarkably with the external magnetic field. This effect is 
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expected to be promising for magnetic field sensors with high sensitivity. This 
giant magneto-impedance (GMI) effect consists of the large relative change of the 
impedance (up to 300%) observed in under the application of dc magnetic field 
(units of kAm-1) [5]. Considering the different magnetic anisotropies 
(circumferential or helical in a wire, a transverse in a film/ribbon), various types 
of GMI characteristics can be obtained; having a maximum or a minimum at zero 
external field, without a hystersis or exhibiting a sharp bistable hystersis, 
symmetrical with respect to the field. This suggests great technological potential 
of GMI in a wide range of sensor applications. [5] 
 
Working Principle  
In Giant Magneto Impedance (GMI), it is the materials complex impedance that 
super drastic changes as a function of the applied magnetic field. The overall 
effect of the magnetic field application in the case of GMI is to induce strong 
modifications in the effective magnetic permeability, a factor which is relevant to 
determine the field and current distribution within the samples. When a soft 
magnetic material is used, the magnetic permeability can change orders of 
magnitude when a rather small field is applied, causing strong variations in the 
internal fields and electrical current density, and consequently, on the sample’s 
impedance. The effect is strongly dependent on the frequency of the applied 
current and the magnetic anisotropies present in the material, which spawns a 
number of interesting new magnetic phenomena. [6] 
 
A deeper understanding of the mechanism behind GMI allows one to predict some 
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expected behaviors, under particular assumptions, and to use the GMI as an 
additional tool to investigate some intrinsic and extrinsic magnetic properties of 
novel artificially grown soft magnetic materials. A typical MI setup and results is 
as shown in the Figure 2.4 below. 
Figure 2.4 Voltage-amplitude Ew vs the external Hex characteristics in a 
zero-magnetostrictive amorphous wire magnetized with a 5mA 
current of 1Mhz in (a) and 10MHz in (b) 
 
Materials  
GMI was first reported in amorphous metals, but some crystalline materials also 
exhibit large GMI. Sometimes the crystalline metals are even better than the 
amorphous ones. According to theory, the largest GMI should be in materials with 
low resistivity,ρ, high saturation magnetization, Ms, and low damping parameter, 
α. The crystalline metals have the advantage of lower resistivity, but amorphous 
metals have better soft magnetic behavior because they lack magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy. Nonmagnetostrictive materials show the best GMI performance 
because the magnetoelastic contribution to magnetic anisotropy substantially 
deteriorates the soft magnetic behaviour. Amorphous cobalt-rich 
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ribbons/film/wires, and glass-covered microwires [6] are good candidates for GMI 
applications. These materials have the advantages of low magnetostriction and 
simple control of magnetic anisotropy by appropriate heat treatment; the 
disadvantage is high resistivity. Soft magnetic nanocrystalline metals exhibit GMI 
behavior similar to amorphous metals. Their somewhat higher Ms and lower 
resistivity ρ, can lead to small improvements. The low resistivity and bulk 
dimensions of crystalline soft magnetic alloys lead to better performance, 
especially at lower driving frequencies below 1 MHz. The presence of large 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy (e.g., in iron-silicon alloys), however, requires a 
rough texture of crystalline grains and proper adjustment of the driving current 
and the directions of the dc bias field [7].  
 
Combined conductors comprising a highly conductive nonmagnetic metal core 
(such as Cu or CuBe) with a thin layer of soft magnetic metal on the surface have 
excellent GMI behavior [8]. An insulating interlayer between the core and the 
magnetic shell, in sandwich thin-film structures, results in further improvement of 
GMI behavior. Integrated circuits and glass-covered microwires can incorporate 
these thin-film structures. 
 
Different forms of MI Sensors 
MI effect has been found in three forms namely, (1) Magnetic amorphous soft 
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Magnetic amorphous soft ribbon and wire 
The most basic of MI elements consist of amorphous wires with soft magnetic 
properties characterized by nearly vanishing magnetostriction and a well-defined 
anisotropy [9,10,11]. For example, (Co0.94Fe0.06)72.5Si12.5B15 amorphous wire has 
an almost zero magnetostriction of 10-7 and the change of voltage (or impedance) 
with the application of an axial field can be as much as 10~100% /Oe at MHz 
frequencies. Such sensitivity can be obtained even in a small sample of 1mm 
length and a few micrometers diameter [12]. Amorphous alloy ribbons with 
excellent soft-magnetic properties are widely used as core materials nowadays 
[13].  
 
Magnetic composite wires 
Magnetic composite wire consists of a nonferromagnetic inner core and 
ferromagnetic shell layer the amplitude of the GMI effect has raised considerably 
when the conductivity of the inner core is much larger than that of the shell region 
[11]. Excellent MI effects have been observed in a non-magnetic BeCu wire of 
diameter 125µm plated with a thin layer of soft ferromagnetic Ni80Fe20 permalloy 
of thickness 1µm [8]. For drive currents of order 100mA and frequencies of the 
order of 5MHz, the field sensitivity can go as large as 1V/Oe (per cm of the wire).   
Recent studies have extraordinary high (up to 800% magnetoimpedance ratio) and 
sensitive magnetoimpedance effect has been found in FeCoNi magnetic tubes 
electroplated onto BeCu nonmagnetic wire at frequency of about 1Mhz order [14]. 
 
Magnetic composite thin films 
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MI is also observed in multilayers consisting essentially of two ferromagnetic 
layers (F) which sandwich a non-magnetic highly conductive layer (M): F/M/F. 
For a considerable conductivity difference between the layers, the inductance of 
the magnetic films gives the main contribution to the system impedance at 
relatively low frequencies [9]. For example, in CoSiB/Cu/CoSiB films of 7-µm 
thick, the MI ratio is 340% for a frequency of 10MHz and a DC magnetic field of 
9Oe. A considerable enhancement of the MI effect in multilayers can be achieved 
by insulator separation between the conductive lead and the magnetic films. With 
the addition of a SiO2 insulation, the multiplayer structure of the composition 
CoSiB/SiO2/Cu/SiO2/CoSiB exhibits a MI ratio of 620% for 11Oe. Changing the 
inner lead material to a material of smaller resistivity (1.62µΩ) will result in a MI 
ratio of 440%. 
 
Resolution of MI Sensors 
Amorphous Wire  
Magnetic sensors based on MI in amorphous wires have been recently developed, 
which demonstrates the filed detection resolution of 10-6 Oe (10-10 Tesla) for the 
full scale of +- 1.5-2Oe with the sensor head length of 1mm [10]. This micro 
sensor having a micro-sized zero-magnetostrictive amorphous wire head of about 
1mm installed in self-oscillation circuits such as the Colpitts oscillator and a 
multivibrator circuit shows a high sensitivity with a resolution of 10-6 Oe for ac 
field and 10-5 for dc fields, quick response with a cut-off frequency of about 
1MHz, and a high temperature stability of less than 0.05%FS oC-1 up to 70oC.    
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Thin Film 
A novel thin film sensor sensitive to small magnetic field based on the Magneto 
Impedance effect is proposed in Japan. The sensor consist of half bridge of 
individual detecting element with FeCoSiB/Cu/FeCoSiB multi-layer, which 
exhibits the large impedance change ratio more than 100% when an external 
magnetic field is applied. The detection resolution of 10-3 Oe order higher than 
those of any other conventional thin film sensors is obtained [15].  
 
2.3.2 Fluxgate Sensor 
Fluxgates (FGS) are the most popular, high sensitivity magnetic sensors built 
using an easily saturable soft magnetic core. An excitation coil and a balanced 
pickup coil are both wound around this core [16]. Fluxgate sensors measure the 
magnitude and direction of the dc or low-frequency ac magnetic field in the range 
of approximately 10-4T to 10-10T. They can reach better than 0.1 nT resolution and 
high precision such as 10 ppm linearity error and 30 ppm/0C temperature 
coefficient of sensitivity, but they are expensive devices, which should be hand-
made, manually adjusted and individually calibrated [17,18]. The magnetic-field 
sensitivity at 1 Hz of the best laboratory sensors reported is in the few pT/√Hz 
range while commercial instruments have somewhat higher noise level [19]. 
 
Many applications require cheap sensors or sensor arrays with 10 nT to 1 nT 
resolution. These include magnetic ink reading, detection of ferromagnetic objects 
such as weapons and vehicles, reading of magnetic labels, magnetic 3-
dimensional position tracking for virtual reality systems and robots [20].  
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There is great development of the fluxgates’ size and cost in the recent years. 
Microelectronic technology has already been used to lower the production cost 
and further decrease the size of the fluxgate sensors. First approach is to replace 
the excitation and sensing wire coils by solenoids made by pcb-technology [21], 
micromachining [22], or standard planar process. [23, 24] This geometry is ideal 
for the sensor function: the excitation and sensing coils are closely coupled to the 
sensor core, and eventual feedback field is homogenous so that the sensor 
characteristic is linear. The main problem is the manufacturing complexity and 
limited number of turns of such solenoids. 
 
Working principle 
The basic sensor principle is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The soft magnetic material 
of the sensor is periodically saturated in both polarities by ac excitation field, 
which is produced by the excitation current Iexc through the excitation coil. 
 
 
The ferromagnetic core is excited by the ac current Iexc of frequency f into the 
excitation coil. The core permeability µ(t) is therefore changing with 2f 





Figure 2.5 Basic setup of a fluxgate sensor 
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It is difficult to discuss the selection if the core material generally, because it 
depends on the type and the geometry of the sensor, on the type of processing of 
the output signal, and also on the excitation frequency and required temperature 
range. However, there are general requirements for the material properties, which 
include high permeability, low coercivity, nonrectangular shape of the 
magnetization curve, low magnetorestriction etc. 
 
Resolution  
Fluxgate sensors are solid-state devices without any moving parts and they work 
in a wide temperature range. They are rugged and reliable and may have low 
energy consumption. They can reach 10-pT resolution and 1-nT long term 
stability; 100-pT resolution and 10-nT absolute precision is standard in 
commercially produced devices [25].  In general, a flux gate is a magnetometer 
that uses a ferromagnetic core, usually operating at room temperature, which can 
be used to measure magnetic fields with a sensitivity of about 1-10 pT/√Hz at 1 
Hz [26]. Currently, the magnetic-field sensitivity of at 1 Hz of the best laboratory 
sensors reported has been in few pT/√Hz range while commercial instruments 
have some what higher noise levels [27].  
 
Fluxgates are the best selection if the resolution in the nano-tesla range is 
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required. They may have a noise level comparable to that of a high temperature 
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID), but a much larger 
dynamic range. 
 
The current trend in fluxgate sensor is miniaturization. The process of 
miniaturization is done using microelectronic technology. A micro-fluxgate sensor 
with double permalloy core on both sides of a planar rectangular excitation and 
pickup coils has recently been developed and described in [12]. This sensor is 
based on the concept of flat coils, so it is quite different from fluxgates having 
solenoid coils and open core and has a sensitivity of 28 V/T. A PCB integrated 
fluxgate sensor has also been described in [13] where it has a sensitivity of 18 V/T 
at an excitation frequency of 10 kHz. 
  
2.3.3 Search Coil Sensor 
The search coil sensor is operated based on the Faraday’s law of induction:  
                                 





µµφ 0==                           (1) 
where Vi is the voltage induced in a coil having N turns; φ  is the magnetic flux in 
the coil, A is the cross-sectional area; H is the magnetic field in the sensor core; 
µr(t) is the sensor core relative permeability and µ0 is the absolute permeability of 
open space.  
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A basic search coil sensor layout is shown in Figure 2.6. This sensor senses a 
magnetic field through the current that it induces in the coil. This is because as the 
flux through the coil changes, a current is induced in the coil and a voltage that is 
proportional to the rate of change of the flux is generated between the ends of the 
coil. The search coil sensor will only work when it is placed in a varying magnetic 
field or if it is moved through a non-uniform field but it cannot detect static or 
slowly changing magnetic field. A core that is made of ferromagnetic material 
with high permeability is placed in the coil so as to draw the surrounding 
magnetic field together and increase the flux density. The sensitivity of this sensor 
is dependent on the permeability of the core, A, N, and the rate of change of the 
magnetic flux through the coil. The search coil sensor can detect fields as weak as 
10-10T and with no upper limit to their sensitivity range [28], depending on the 
core material and hence the permeability too. 









A novel micro magnetic sensor called Current Driven Magnetic Permeability 
Interference (CDMPI) sensor has been designed and developed. This chapter will 
cover the sensor design, development and its various components. In brief, the 
CDMPI sensor consists of a micro-wire core plated with a thin layer of soft 
ferromagnetic material (Ni80Fe20), an ac driving source through the micro-wire 
and a pickup circuit for detection of variation in induced voltage variation. The 
CDMPI sensor is specially developed for measuring bio-magnetic fields. 
 
3.1 CDMPI Sensor Design 
The CDMPI sensor makes use of a soft ferromagnetic material with high 
permeability that can be magnetized very easily in the presence of a weak 
magnetic field. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic diagram of the CDMPI sensor. 
 
ac driving source 
 






Figure 3.1  Schematic diagram of CDMPI sensor 
MPI Sensing Element 
ac
Pickup coil 





Chapter 3 CDMPI SENSOR 
 
The sensor is made up of an ac driving source, a pickup coil with N turns with a 
Magnetic Permeability Interference (MPI) sensing element as its core, and a 
capacitor for circuit resonance. The CDMPI sensor works on the basis of the 
Faraday’s law of induction, which is described in equation 1 (Chapter 2, Section 
2.5), and rewriting this equation for the CDMPI sensor it will become:  
                                     dttdHNAV rexti /)(0 µµ=                                                  (2) 
where Vi is the voltage induced in the pickup coil having N turns; A is the cross-
sectional area; Hext is the external D.C. magnetic field; µr(t) is the sensor core 
relative permeability and µ0 is the absolute permeability of open space. Thus, by 
making use of the interference in the magnetic permeability that is caused 
by dtd r /µ , the sensor will be able to sense the magnetic field. 
 
3.1.1 Working Principle  
An ac current source is used to drive the CDMPI sensor. It generates a sinusoidal 
current of frequency f, which is passed into the MPI sensing element. By 
increasing the current above a critical magnitude, the ac driven field along the 
circumferential direction can magnetize the sensing unit twice over. That means 
that the ac current will cause the permeability to change with a 2f frequency. Due 
to the presence of the external dc magnetic field, Hext the associated core flux is 
also changing with 2f, and thus an induced voltage, Vo of 2f frequency will be 
generated across a pickup coil having N turns.  
 
As the core is driven into saturation, the reluctance of the core to the external 
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magnetic field being measured increases, thus making it less attractive for the 
magnetic field to pass through the core. As this field is repelled, the pickup coil 
with N turns senses its change. As the core comes out of saturation by reducing 
the current in the core, the external magnetic field is again attracted to the core, 
which is again sensed by the pickup coil. Hence, alternate attraction and repulsion 
causes the magnetic lines of flux to cut the pickup coil, which results in an output 
voltage to be induced across the pickup coil. The output peak-to-peak voltage, Vpp 
across the capacitor which is proportional to the magnetic field is then measured. 
 
3.1.2 Capacitor for Circuit Resonance  
A capacitor is connected across the pickup coil so that a circuit resonance can be 
introduced into the sensor so as to increase the sensitivity of the sensor. The 
resonance frequency of the LC circuit should be the same or double of the driving 
frequency such that fCR = fDR or fCR = 2fDR. When frequency of the LC circuit, fLC 
coincide with or is twice the driving frequency, fDR, resonance will occur 
depending on the dominant frequency of the induced output voltage. The resultant 
output peak to peak voltage, Vpp will be amplified and thus the sensitivity of the 
sensor will also be the highest at this frequency. In this thesis, only the condition 
of fMI = fDR = fCR will be tested and presented. 
 
3.2 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) of CDMPI sensor  
A printed circuit board (PCB) has been designed specially for the CDMPI sensor 
and sent for mass production by an external contractor. The PCB holds the MPI 
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sensing unit, which is made of a micro composite wire, in place in a direction 
parallel to the external magnetic field and the pickup coil in place by means of the 
soldered joints. The purpose for the 1 Ω  resistor in the PCB is to provide a load 
so that the input voltage signal that is used to drive the sensing element can be 
measured. Soldering junction points for the resistor, capacitor and for the 
magneto-impedance (MI) measurement circuit on the MPI sensing element are 
also taken in consideration when designing the PCB. Figure 3.2 shows the layout 





3.3 MPI Sensing Element 
The MPI sensing element consists of a micro composite wire that is 20 mm long 
and has a ferromagnetic material (Ni80Fe20) layer electroplated on a 20 µm copper 
core, which is shown in Figure 3.3, for high permeability. 
Figure 3.2 Layout of PCB for CDMPI sensor 
MPI Sensing 
Element Pickup Coil 
1 Ω Resistor 
Capacitor 
PCB 
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Figure3.3  Section view of MPI sensing element  
 
The different sensing element samples that are provided for the testing on the 
CDMPI sensor are produced by two different methods namely the conventional 
electroplating and magnetic controlled electroplating. A schematic diagram for the 
conventional electroplating process is shown in Figure 3.4. Electroplating is a 
very simple and common technique used to deposit a material layer onto a surface 
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A schematic diagram of magnetic controlled electroplating is shown in Figure 3.5. 
In magnetic controlled electroplating, an external longitudinal magnetic field is 
generated during the plating process by means of a current driven solenoid. This 
solenoid was made up of 0.8mm diameter copper wires that were coiled around 
the beaker holding the electrolyte solution and the plating cell. The longitudinal 
magnetic field that is passing through the plated wire during electroplating will 
induce longitudinal anisotropy in the coating.  
3.4 Pickup Coil with N turns 
 














Figure 3.5 Schematic Diagram for Magnetic Controlled Electroplating 
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The pickup coil used for the sensor is fabricated by coiling an insulated copper 
wire with a diameter of 80 µm on a needle that is 200 µm in diameter and has a 
length of 8.0 mm. The fabrication setup of the pickup coil (as shown in Figure 
3.6) makes use of a manual turning machine whereby the needle is gripped in its 
vice and rotated at a speed of 50 rpm while the insulated copper wire is slowly fed 
for coiling onto the needle. For pickup coil with N > 100, it is fabricated such that 
it has multilayer where each single layer has 100 turns. During the fabrication for 
the multilayer pickup coil, two rubber stoppers are placed at the ends of the coil to 
hold the coils in place. When the coiling process is completed, a thin layer of 
lacquer is applied on the surface of the pickup coil to hold the wire in place and 
make the pickup coil rigid. 
 
 






In order to detect weak magnetic fields during experiments, a magnetic shielding 
cylinder is designed and constructed. Performance testing of the magnetic shield 
properties is also done to confirm the degree of shielding effect. The shield is 
designed to attenuate urban noise and compensate Earth’s magnetic field, which 
affects sensitivity testing and calibration of the sensor elements. 
 
4.1 Main Construction Features 
Hitachi Metals Ltd.’s newly developed nano-scale crystalline Iron-based alloy, 
named FINEMET® FT-3, has been chosen for multi-shell shield. FT-3 is a soft 
magnetic material (Hc = 0.6 A/M) and its relative permeability is 3×104 – 7×104 
and stated to be stable over temperature (Tc = 570oC) and time (for 3000 hours). 
FINEMET® FT-3 sheets (460mmW × 610mmL × 0.12mmT) were tested for 
shielding properties before the construction process was started by producing 
calibrated dc magnetic field with a test signal coil and measuring the field without 
and with the material. The ratio of external magnetic field intensity without 
shielding to the magnetic field intensity with shielding at the centre of the 
shielding cylinder is defined as a shielding factor, a single sheet gives dc shielding 
factor 15 and above. The same testing procedure was repeated for passive ac 
shielding factor which is for a single FT-3 sheet fluctuating around 6-7 times at 
0.05 – 100 Hz frequency range. 
 
Full-sized seven layered cylindrical magnetic shield with both opened ends  
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(length = 150 cm, inner diameter = 59 cm) were later constructed using Hitachi 
material. FINEMET® FT-3 sheets were wound around a rigid plastic tube 
overlapping each other and forming a layer of 12 sheets. The sheets were fixed in 
a single point to allow relative sliding during assembly and under tube 
deformation. Then, thin wire longitudinal coil of 30 turns was wound around the 
layer (coil’s axis and cylinder’s axis are the same) with primary purpose to fix the 
layer in place and minimize the weight of the shield. The longitudinal coil could 




Figure 4.1 Layer constructions. The longitudinal coil of 30 turns was 
wound around the layer.  
 
The layer was made shorter than the actual length of the plastic tube to prevent 
possible damages of the material at the ends while operating or moving the shield 
(see Figure 4.1). Both ends of the tube were provided with aluminum rims, which 
serve as support structures for coil’s electric connectors and support fittings and to 
avoid load stresses on the magnetic layers, when the shield is rotated, tilted or just 
supported. The last step of the 1st layer construction was to add a 3-4 mm thick, 
soft isolating material to prepare the surface for the next layer.  
 
Following the procedures described above, 2 more layers were added. The 
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shielding cylinder was expected to be used in arbitrary orientation in respect to the 
earth magnetic field (vertical, horizontal or tilted), hence special transversal coils 
were designed in order to compensate in any directions, using longitudinal and 
transversal coils simultaneously. The transversal coils were calculated with 
varying turn’s steps to produce the best homogeneous field possible at the current 
setup. Flat rectangular transversal coils of 10 turns were fixed on a flexible 
cardboard sheet and wound around the 3rd layer as shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.2 Flat rectangular transversal coils of 10 turns were fixed on a 
flexible cardboard sheet and wound around the 3rd layer 
 
Only one pair of transversal coils was used for transversal compensation since the 
tube can be easily rotated around the longitudinal axis. Next, four more layers of 
FT-3 sheets were added, each carrying individual longitudinal coil. The last, outer 
coil was made of thick wires to handle current up to 9A and appropriate separate 
connector was arranged at the aluminum rim. The schematic diagram of the cross 
sectional view of all layers is presented on Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3 Cross sectional view of multi-structure shell of the shielding. Isolating 
layers are 4 mm thick  
It is much easier to operate the shield in a vertical position, as the sensor is 
surrounded from Earth’s magnetic field at all directions, and access to the center 
of the shield is more convenient. To make vertical usage possible, the shield was 
provided with aluminum handles. Special crane was designed and constructed and 
its aluminum rails, trolley and hook were mounted to the ceiling. The crane 
enables easy transition of the shield within a square meter to change the 
measuring point if some interference occurs at this point. Sensor testing setup 
could be easily covered and uncovered with the shield (Figure 4.4). After adding 
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Sensor will be 
placed  in a 
HelmHoltz Coil 
which will be 
placed in the 
centre of the 
shielding cylinder 
Figure 4.4 Sensor Testing Setup in the Magnetic Shielding Cylinder 
 
4.2 Performance Characteristics 
Upon construction, the magnetic shield carries built-in coils for demagnetization 
and compensation in arbitrary orientation in respect to the earth magnetic field. Dc 
field shielding factor is 180 with 7 layers shell and passive ac shielding factor is 
20 at 0.05 – 100 Hz frequency range and could be increased up to 300 times 
adding inner pure copper layer. Magnetic field shielding with compensation 
applied would be up to 0.01 mG level, which is close to the resolution limit of 
modern fluxgate magnetometers. The main advantage of the shield is light weight 
(less than 30 kg) and thus, it could be transported to magnetically quite 









EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & PROCEDURES 
This chapter will present the details on the different experiments that are carried 
out on the CDMPI sensor in order to study how different parameters will affect 
the sensitivity and resolution of the sensor. These include the various 
experimental set-ups and procedures for the testing of all parameters.  
 
5.1 Overall Experimental Layout  
The samples that are used as the MPI sensing element are shown in Table 5.1. 
Before these samples are used in the CDMPI sensor, they have to be tested for 
their magneto-impedance (MI) ratio, Z
Z∆  using a magneto-impedance 
measurement set-up. After this, the selected sensors will be tested for their 
sensitivity using a sensitivity measurement set-up before they are tested for their 
resolution using a resolution measurement set-up.  
Table 5.1 Table of MPI sensing element samples used 
Sample Plating Method & Conditions Fe% 
1. Conventional Electroplated with plating time of 5 minutes 20.32 
2. Conventional Electroplated with plating time of 10 minutes 19.63 
3. Magnetic Controlled Electroplated with plating time of 2 minutes 20.95 
4. Magnetic Controlled Electroplated with plating time of 5 minutes 20.46 
5. Magnetic Controlled Electroplated with plating time of 10 minutes 19.53 
6. Magnetic Controlled Electroplated with plating time of 5 minutes 19.60 
7. Magnetic Controlled Electroplated with plating time of 5 minutes 20.04 
8. Magnetic Controlled Electroplated with plating time of 5 minutes 19.49 
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The experimental details for the experimental study on CDMPI sensor are as 
follows: 
• Composition for samples used as MPI sensing element are kept as close to 
Ni80Fe20 as possible. (See Table 4.1) 
• Length of pickup Coil is about 8.0 mm and N = 100, 300, 500 and 700  
• For N = 100, it is a single layer pickup coil and for N > 100, it is a 
multilayer pickup coil with each layer having about 100 turns.  
 
5.2 Magneto-Impedance (MI) Measurement Testing 
The MI of the sensing element is dependent on the frequency, the magnitude of 
the ac current passing through the sensing element, the magnitude of the external 
magnetic field generated by Helmholtz Coil and the circumferential permeability 
of the material. The MI ratio is representative of the permeability of the sensing 
element and the shape of the MI curve also indicates the anisotropy of the sensing 
element. Hence it is important to determine the MI curve for the sensing element.  
 
5.2.1 Experimental Setup 
A four-point testing measurement circuit on the PCB containing the pickup coil 
and the sensing element is used for the measurement of the MI ratio of the sensing 
element. A schematic diagram for the MI measurement set-up is shown in Figure 
5.1. The magneto-impedance measurements for the samples are carried out using 
an Agilent Precision Impedance Analyzer which passes an ac current through the 
sensing element for measuring the MI by utilizing a four-point measurement 
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circuit on the PCB which contains the pickup coil and the sensing element to be 
measured. The RMS value of the ac driving current is kept constant at 20 mA, and 
its frequency ranged from 100 kHz to 50 MHz.  
 
Helmhotz Coil is powered by a dc power supply to generate an external D.C. 
magnetic field, Hext. The D.C. power supply is connected in series to a digital 
multimeter for accurate reading of the current supplied to the Helmhotz coil. 
Helmhotz Coil  has a conversion factor of 17.38474 Oe/A. This conversion factor 
is used for the calculation in converting the current used for Helmhotz Coil  into 
the external D.C. magnetic field generated, Hext which has the unit of Oersted 
(Oe). (The actual experimental set-up is shown in Appendix A.) 
 
 
5.2.2 Magneto-Impedance (MI) Measurement Procedure 


















Figure 5.1 Schematic Diagram for MI measurement set-up 
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1. The pickup coil is first mounted by soldering onto the Printed Circuit 
Board (PCB). 
2. The sample to be tested is threaded through the pickup coil and then 
soldered onto the PCB.  
3. It is then placed at the centre of Helmholtz Coil and the PCB is connected 
to the Impedance Analyzer.  
4. Helmholtz Coil is orientated using a fluxgate magnetometer such that it is 
perpendicular to the Earth’s magnetic field in order to minimize its effect 
on the readings. 
5. The impedance analyzer is set to capture the impedance for a range of 
frequency from 100 kHz to 50 MHz. 
6. The magnetic field strength and direction, Hext from Helmholtz Coil is 
then varied by changing the dc current from the power supply from 2500 
mA to –2500 mA to obtain varying values of impedance for a specified 
range of values of Hext.  
7. The data from the impedance analyzer will finally be used to calculate the 
magneto-impedance (MI) ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) which is defined as  












Z ext   (3)  
 where Z(Hext) is the impedance for the external dc magnetic field, Hext, 
 measured at a given frequency and constant driving current, and Z(Hmax) is 
 the impedance at the maximum field of 43.46 Oe.  
8. Finally a graph of Z
Z∆  (%) against Hext (Oe) for a range of frequency 
from 100 kHz to 50 MHz is plotted for the sample. (See Appendix A for 
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the Data Sheet for MI measurement.) 
 
5.3 Sensitivity Measurement Testing 
The sensitivity of the sensor is defined as the ratio between a small change in the 
voltage output of the sensor to a small change in the measured external D.C. 
magnetic field. It is obtained by calculating the slope of the curve for a range of 
the external D.C. magnetic field. 
 
5.3.1 Experimental Setup 
A schematic diagram for the sensitivity measurement set-up is shown in Figure 
5.2 and the apparatus used are:  
1. An Agilent 80 MHz Function/Arbitrary Waveforms Generator which is 
used to generate a sinusoidal current to drive the sensing element.  
2. An Agilent Oscilloscope is used to measure the voltage signals.  
3. Helmholtz Coil with a conversion factor of 17.38474 Oe/A is powered by 
a D.C. power supply to generate an external D.C. magnetic field, Hext. 
(The actual experimental set-up is shown in Appendix A.) 
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D.C.  Digital  
Multimeter Power Supply 
Helmholtz Coil I 
5.3.2 Sensitivity Measurement Procedure 
The procedure for this experiment is as follows:  
1. Using the results obtained from the graph of Z
Z∆  (%) against Hext (Oe) 
in MI Testing, the frequency that gives the highest MI ratio is used to 
drive the sensor. This frequency is called the optimum MI ratio frequency, 
fMI.  











Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram for sensitivity measurement set-up 
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2. Using the Agilent Precision Impedance Analyzer, a capacitor is chosen 
such that the resonance frequency of the LC circuit, fLC is set such that fLC 
= fMI. 
3. Then the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) having the sample, pickup coil, 
capacitor and 1 Resistor is placed at the centre of Helmholtz Coil. Ω
4. Helmholtz Coil is orientated using a fluxgate magnetometer such that it is 
perpendicular to the Earth’s magnetic field to minimize its effect on the 
readings. 
5. An Agilent 80 MHz Function/Arbitrary Waveforms Generator is 
connected in series to the 1Ω resistor and the sample. It is used to generate 
a sinusoidal input voltage, VI with a driving frequency, fDR where fDR = fLC 
= fMI. 
6. Two probes from channel 1 and 2 of an Agilent Oscilloscope are 
connected across the resistor and capacitor respectively. Channel 1 shows 
the signal for the input voltage, VI that is driving the sample while channel 
2 shows the signal for the output voltage of the sensor.  
7. The input voltage, VI is adjusted to the highest value while maintaining the 
output voltage signal to be at the second harmonic. 
8. The magnetic field strength and direction, Hext from Helmhotz Coil is then 
varied by changing the D.C. current from the power supply from 400 mA 
to –400 mA and from -400 mA to 400 mA to obtain varying values of the 
output peak-to-peak voltage, Vpp from channel 2 for different values of 
Hext.  
9. A graph of output peak-to-peak Voltage, Vpp (mV) against external 
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magnetic field, Hext (Oe) is plotted for the sensor for +Hext to –Hext & -Hext 
to +Hext. 
10. The sensitivity of the sensor is obtained by calculating the slope for both 
the curve for both +Hext to –Hext and -Hext to +Hext in the range of 0 Oe to 
0.695 Oe. The average sensitivity is obtained by taking the average of 
these two values.  
 
5.4 Resolution Measurement Testing 
The resolution of a sensor is defined as the smallest magnetic field that can be 
detected by the sensor. The higher resolution of the sensor implies the smaller 
magnetic field it can detect. 
 
5.4.1 Experimental Setup 
A schematic diagram for the resolution measurement set-up is shown in Figure 
5.4. During the measurement of the resolution of a sensor, it is important to shield 
the sensor from the external magnetic noise for accurate measurement of the 
resolution. Thus a magnetic shielding box is used to shield the sensor. The walls 
of the box contains five layers of shielding, three of high-mu shielding material 
called moly permalloy, and two of pure aluminum for eddy current shielding. The 
actual experimental set-up is shown in Appendix A. 
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5.4.1 Resolution Measurement Procedure 
The procedure for this experiment as follows: 
1. The probe of the fluxgate magnetometer is placed in the centre of 
Helmholtz Coil. Then the PCB is placed on top of the probe of the 
magnetometer. 
2. The same settings from the sensitivity measurement for the input voltage, 
VI and driving frequency, fDR are used. Next a probe from channel 1 of the 
Agilent Oscilloscope is connected across the capacitor to show the signal 
for the output voltage of the sensor.  
















Figure 5.4 Schematic Diagram for resolution measurement set-up 
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3. Then Helmholtz Coil II is placed in the centre of the magnetic shielding 
box and orientated using the fluxgate magnetometer such that it is 
perpendicular to the Earth’s magnetic field to minimize its effect on the 
reading. 
4. The Advantest D.C. voltage current source is used to generate a square 
wave pulse current to Helmholtz Coil. This generates a fluctuating 
magnetic field which has an ON and OFF state. During the OFF state, 
there is no magnetic field generated. For the ON state, a D.C. magnetic 
field is generated. The fluctuation in the output voltage signal of the sensor 
is shown on the Agilent Oscilloscope. 
5. The amplitude of the square wave pulse current is slowly adjusted until 
there is no fluctuation in the output voltage signal that is shown on the 
oscilloscope.  
6. Then the magnetic field generated by Helmholtz Coil during the ON state 
is measured at this setting using the fluxgate magnetometer. This magnetic 
field measured is the resolution of the sensor.  
 






As mentioned in section 3.2, the sensing element plays an important role in 
making a good CDMPI sensor. In order to have a good sensing unit, the following 
criteria are: 
1. Good Magnetic Softness 
2. Proper Magneto Anisotropy 
Therefore, in this chapter, magneto-impedance (MI) study will be done on the 
sensing element to determine if the sensing element is good as well as obtaining 
the optimum MI frequency, fMI and magnetic anisotropy. Furthermore, the effect 
of the presence of different anisotropies of the sensing element has on the 
sensitivity of the CDMPI sensor will be investigated too. 
 
6.1 Magneto-Impedance Testing 
The MPI sensing element is the most important component in the CDMPI sensor 
and it must be of excellent soft magnetic materials such as Co-based amorphous, 
Fe-based nanocrystalline alloy, Permalloy. The ability of the sensor to detect the 
magnetic field depends greatly on the permeability of the sensing element 
produced. Higher permeability of the sensing element will result in higher 
sensitivity of the sensor.  
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In order to study these, magneto impedance testing is done on all samples to 
determine the magneto impedance ratio, the anisotropy and the optimum MI 
frequency of the sensing element. Since magneto impedance (MI) is an accurate 
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representative of the permeability of the sensing element and the shape of the MI 
curve obtained also indicates the magnetic anisotropy of the sensing element, MI 
testing is carried out as a form of litmus test in  these experiments to determine the 
suitability of the specimens  to be used as a sensing element in weak magnetic 
field sensors. 
 
6.1.1 Experimental Results and Discussions 
The graphs of magneto-impedance ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) against external magnetic 
field, Hext (Oe) for a range of frequency from 100 kHz to 50 MHz are obtained for 
all the samples. (Refer to Appendix C) Figure 5.1 shows a MI curve obtained for 
Sample 1. 







































Figure 6.1 MI curve obtained for Sample 1 
 
 
 It can be seen that all samples’ MI graphs exhibit a similar trend. As frequency is 
increased, Z
Z∆  (%) will increase to a maximum MI ratio, ( )
maxZ
Z∆ before 
declining on further increase in frequency.  
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Optimum MI frequency, fMI
The frequency where ( )
maxZ
Z∆ occurs is called the optimum MI ratio frequency, 
fMI. This frequency occurs between 1 MHz to 10 MHz for all the samples. (See 
Table B.1 in Appendix B) For Sample 1, it can be seen that ( )
maxZ
Z∆ occurs at 
1MHz which means fMI = 1MHz.  
 
This optimum frequency is important as it is used to determine the driving 
frequency, fDR of the input voltage through the sensing element in the CDMPI 
sensor such that fDR = fMI. At this condition, the sensor will be operating at the 
most dynamic state causing the sensing element to be most permeable to external 
magnetic fields.  
 
Magnetic anisotropy 
Another observation is that for all samples at frequencies below 1 MHz, all MI 
curves exhibit single-peak at Hext = 0 Oe and the MI ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) decreases as 
Hext is increased. However, for frequencies above 1 MHz, some samples have 
double-peak MI curves when Z
Z∆  (%) increases initially with Hext to a peak and 
then falls with further increases of Hext. Others exhibit single peak MI-curve. This 
trend is shown in Figure 5.2, which shows a graph of Z
Z∆  (%) against Hext (Oe) 
for all samples at a frequency of 50 MHz. These trends can be explained by the 
anisotropy structures and magnetization processes. 
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Figure 6.2 Graph of Z
Z∆  (%) against Hext (Oe) at frequency of 50 MHz
 
Firstly, at low frequencies (below 1 MHz) where it is below the relaxation 
frequency of domain wall motion, the domain wall displacement is the dominant 
magnetization process. Thus the circumferential permeability monotonically 
decreases with respect to the external field. Therefore Z
Z∆  (%) of all samples 
decrease as Hext is increased. However, at high frequencies (above 1 MHz), the 
domain wall movements are heavily damped and so the moment rotation will be 
the dominant magnetization process. As a result, the circumferential permeability 
now increases as Hext is increased until their anisotropy field and after the 
maximum value of the circumferential permeability, the dynamic circumferential 
permeability will decrease till its saturation with state with Hext.  
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Figure 6.3 (a) Circumferential (b) Longitudinal anisotropy structures 
 
The circumferential and longitudinal anisotropy structures are shown in Figure 
6.3. The shape of the MI curve at high frequency can be used to determine the 
anisotropy of the samples. Double-peak MI curves are representative of 
circumferential anisotropy while single-peak MI curves are representative of 
longitudinal anisotropy. Based on this, the samples’ anisotropies are determined 
and shown in Table B.1 of Appendix B. It can also be observed that samples that 
are electroplated using conventional electroplating possess circumferential 
anisotropy while those plated using magnetic controlled electroplating possess 
longitudinal anisotropy in general. The effect of the anisotropy of the sensing 
element on the sensitivity of the CDMPI sensor will be tested and discussed in the 
next section. 
 
6.2 Effect of Magnetic Anisotropy on Sensitivity and 
Resolution  
Generally, there are two kinds of magnetic anisotropies that can be present in the 
samples, namely the circumferential and longitudinal anisotropies. In this section, 
the influence of the anisotropy on the sensitivity and resolution the sensor will be 
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6.2.1 Experimental Details 
The experiment was carried out using two batches of samples. Set A contains 
Sample 1 and 5 and Set B contains Sample 6 and 7, where the two samples in 
each set will be compared with each other as both samples have the same 
frequency condition such that fDR = fCR = fMI and roughly similar maximum MI 
ratios, ( )
maxZ
Z∆ . The number of turns used for the pickup circuit was kept 
constant at N = 100 turns. 
 
6.2.2 Experimental Results and Discussions
Table 6.1 shows the two sets of samples that will be utilized to exhibit the 
influence of anisotropy on the sensitivity and resolution of the sensor.  
Table 6.1 Samples used for comparison on the effect of anisotropy 
Set Sample fMI (MHz) ( )maxZZ∆ (%) Anisotropy 
1 1.0 321 Circumferential 
A 
5 1.0 441 Longitudinal 
6 3.0 831 Circumferential 
B 
7 3.0 868 Longitudinal 
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Figure 6.4 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) to compare the sensitivity 
for longitudinal and cirumferential anisotropies (Set A) 
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Figure 6.5 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) to compare the sensitivity 
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Table 6.2 Sensitivity and Resolution for samples with different anisotropies 
Set Sample Anisotropy Sensitivity (mV/Oe) Resolution (T) 
1 Circumferential 77.070 2.37  710−×
A 
5 Longitudinal 189.790 2.29  710−×
6 Circumferential 1165.600 8.3  810−×
B 
7 Longitudinal 1270.750 6.2  810−×
 
From Figure 6.4 and 6.5, it can be seen that for Sample 5 and 7, which have 
longitudinal anisotropy, their output peak-to-peak voltage, Vpp measured were 
slightly higher and their output voltage curves were also steeper and than the 
samples with circumferential anisotropy.  
 
From Table 6.2, it can be seen that samples that exhibit longitudinal anisotropy 
generally have a higher sensitivity and resolution than those samples which have 
circumferential anisotropy. This is because a sample with longitudinal anisotropy 
has its magnetic structures aligned mostly in the longitudinal direction. As a 
result, it is much easier for the samples with longitudinal anisotropy to achieve 
better saturation compared to those with circumferential anisotropy. A sample that 
can achieve better saturation will be able to induce a larger output voltage across 
the pickup coil for the same external field causing an increase in the sensitivity 









AC DRIVING SOURCE 
After determining the appropriate sensing element, the next important component 
in a CDMPI sensor is the ac driving source. The sensing element is driven by an 
ac source to make to work in a dynamic state. Therefore, experiments are carried 
out on all samples to study how magnitude and the frequency of the input ac 
driving source will influence the sensitivity of the sensor. This chapter will start 
with experimental details for each parameter tested followed by results and 
discussion for the observations. Since input current is directly related to input 
voltage, the above mentioned terms will be used sparingly in this chapter. 
 
7.1 Effect of magnitude of input current on sensitivity 
In order to carry out extensive sensitivity testing, the effect of magnitude of input 
current must be determined first. This is because there is an optimum magnitude 
of current for the sensing element to be saturated, which will result in a higher 
sensitivity at certain input voltage. Furthermore, saturation is essential factor for 
sensor readings to be repeatable and consistent. 
 
7.1.1 Experimental Details 
Experiments were conducted using the set-up shown in Figure 4.2 and at the 
frequency condition of fMI = fCR = fDR. The experimental procedures are as 
follows: 
1. This experiment was carried out with the current to Helmholtz Coil fixed 
at 0.04A.  
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1. The input voltage across the sensing element was varied from 200 mV to 
3000 mV.  
2. Output peak-to-peak voltage, Vpp was measured for each input voltage 
using Agilent Oscilloscope. 
3. These steps were repeated for varying current at intervals of 0.02A, 0.00A, 
-0.02A and -0.04A.  
4. The sensitivity of the sensor was obtained by calculating the gradient of 
the curve from Hext = 0 Oe to Hext = 0.348 Oe. 
This test to determine optimum input voltage was carried out before the actual 
sensitivity experiment was carried out. 
 
7.1.2 Experimental Results and Discussions 
Figure 7.1 shows a graph of varying input voltage against sensitivity of the sensor 
for Sample 1. It can be seen that the output voltage signal from the sensor not only 
contains the driving frequency (1st harmonics) but also higher order harmonics of 
the driving frequency too. As VI is increased, the output voltage signal changes 
from first harmonics to second harmonics and then to higher order harmonics. The 
maximum sensitivity for the sensor is attained for input voltage VI of 1400 mV 
which is in the second harmonic region. This implies that the sensor is most 
sensitive when the output voltage signal is at the second harmonic region and 
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Figure 7.1 Effect of Input Voltage, VI on the sensitivity (Sample 1) 
 
Therefore, it is important to determine the optimum input voltage before carrying 
out sensitivity testing on all other parameters in the later sections. For all samples 
the input voltage is being tuned to the maximum value while maintaining a second 
harmonic output voltage signal from the sensor. Different optimum input voltages 
were found for different samples. (Appendix D shows the second harmonic output 
voltage signal waveform obtained for all the samples.) 
 
7.2 Effect of driving frequency, fDR on sensitivity 
Driving frequency also plays a part in determining whether the sensing element 
will be at its most dynamic state. The condition is such that driving frequency 
should be equal to the optimum magneto impedance frequency ( fDR  = fMI) for the 
sensing element to be most permeable. In this section, the effect of changing fDR  
in  the condition, fDR = fCR = fMI will be investigated. 
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7.2.1 Experimental Details 
Sample 1 to 5 will used to study the effect of varying driving frequency, fDR on 
sensitivity. Keeping all other variables constant and using a pickup coil with N = 
100 turns, the driving frequency of the input voltage was varied and studied.  
 
7.2.2 Experimental Results and Discussion 
Figure 7.2 below shows a graph of sensitivity (mV/Oe) against driving frequency, 
fDR (MHz) for Sample 4. 
 



















f DR = f CR 
Figure 7.2 Graph of Sensitivity (mV/Oe) against fDR (MHz) (Sample 4) 
 
It is found that the curve has a maximum sensitivity occurring at the condition 
when fDR = fMI = fCR. This trend is also seen in all the graphs of sensitivity (V/T) 
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This observation is firstly due to the observation that the sensing element will be 
at its most dynamic state (fDR = fMI) and hence the CDMPI sensor will be 
operating at the most permeable state of the sensing element. Secondly, the 
occurrence of the circuit resonance when the driving frequency of the core, fDR 
coincides with the resonance frequency of the LC circuit, fCR for the CDMPI 
sensor might also results in the high sensitivity at the fDR  = fMI = fDR condition. 
This resonance will cause the output peak-to-peak voltage, Vpp to be amplified 























LC RESONANCE OF PICKUP COIL 
Chapter 8 will cover the last component of the CDMPI sensor, which is the 
pickup circuit. The importance of LC resonance will be tested and discussed. This 
discussion will encompass two main portions. The effects of changes in 
capacitance and number of turns of the coil of the pickup circuit on the sensitivity 
and resolution will be discussed in this chapter. 
 
8.1 Effect of capacitance on sensitivity and resolution 
8.1.1 Experimental Details 
In order to vary the resonance frequency of the LC circuit, fCR, such that the 
critical frequency condition does not exist; there are two alternatives:  
1. Remove the capacitor such that fCR = 0 Hz, or 
2. Use a capacitor with a higher capacitance value such that the resonance 
frequency of the LC circuit, fCR is set lower than the value needed for the 
critical frequency condition. 
Using the experimental set-up and procedure shown in section 5.3, the two above 
experiments were performed on Sample 3 with a pickup coil that has N = 100 
turns, and the driving frequency, fDR and input voltage kept constant at 10.0 MHz 
and 6.4 V respectively.  
 
8.1.2 Experimental Results and Discussion 
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The graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext ( T) for different f510−× CR values are shown in 
Figure 8.1. Table 8.1 shows the sensitivity and resolution of the sensor at different 
fCR values. 














Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for different fCR values
fCR = 4.0 MHz, fDR = 10.0 MHz & fMI = 10.0 MHz
fCR = 0 Hz, fDR = 10.0 MHz & fMI = 10.0 MHz







Figure 8.1 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for different fCR values 
 
Table 8.1 Effect of Capacitance on Sensitivity and Resolution of Sensor 
Capacitance (F) fCR (MHz) Sensitivity (mV/Oe) Resolution (T) 
0 NA 102.903 4.0  710−×
1800p 10.0 356.175 3.0  710−×
0.01µ 4.0 14.536 7.0  710−×
 
From Figure 8.1, it can be seen that at the critical frequency condition fDR = fCR = 
fMI, the output peak-to-peak voltage, Vpp is amplified by several folds and thus 
verifies the observation that only at this critical condition will the circuit 
resonance occurs.  
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It can also be observed from Table 8.1, that when a larger capacitor is used, both 
the sensitivity and resolution of the sensor falls and similar trend is also observed 
when the capacitance is zero (no capacitor). The above results shows that when 
the CDMPI sensor is operating at the critical frequency condition when fDR = fCR = 
fMI, it will have the highest sensitivity and resolution. This is very important for 
the CDMPI sensor as the higher the sensitivity of the sensor, the more precise the 
measurements will be and the higher the resolution of the sensor and also the 
smaller the magnetic field that the sensor is able to detect.  
 
8.2 Effect of number of turns of coil on resolution  
8.2.1 Experimental Details 
In the previous sections, the numbers of turns of the pickup coil, N has been kept 
constant at 100 turns. For this section, N will be varied to see how it actually 
influences the resolution of the sensor. From Table E.1 of Appendix it can be seen 
that Sample 4 has the highest sensitivity of all samples so it is selected to be used 
as the sensing element in the sensor for this section. 
 
8.2.2 Experimental Results and Discussion 
The results obtained for different number of turns in the pickup coil in the CDMPI 
sensor are shown in Table 8.2. 
Table 8.2 Sensitivity and Resolution obtain for Sample 4 by varying N 
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No. Of Turns, N Resolution (T) 
100 2.18  710−×
300 8.00  810−×
500 6.00  810−×
 
From Table 8.2, it can be seen that as N is increased, the resolution of the sensor 
actually improves. For the increase in the resolution, it can be explained using 
equation 2 where as N is increased, the output voltage that is induced across the 
pickup coil will also increase for the same magnetic field. Thus this shows that by 
increasing the number of turns of pickup coil, N, the resolution of the sensor will 
be increased. 
 
Next, in order to find the highest resolution for the CDMPI sensor, a pickup coil 
with N = 700 was used on Sample 8. This sample was selected because (from 
Table E.1 of Appendix E) it has a resolution of 6.0  T and this is the highest 
resolution that has been measured for all samples at N = 100. The resolution that 
is measured using the pickup coil with N = 700 is found to be 7.0 T. 
However, further attempts to increase N have been unsuccessful as the parasitic 
self-capacitance of coils with N > 700 is too high such that the resonant frequency 
of the LC circuit, f
810−×
910−×
CR could not be tuned to the critical frequency condition of fDR = 










A novel micro magnetic sensor called Current Driven Magnetic Permeability 
Interference (CDMPI) sensor has been developed. Magnetic field sensing is 
achieved by measuring the variation of the dynamic magnetic permeability of the 
magnetic materials with external applied field. This sensor operates by passing an 
ac current into a micro copper wire core coated with a thin layer of soft 
ferromagnetic material (Ni80Fe20). When an external magnetic field is applied, it 
will cause an induced voltage variation across a pickup coil due to interference in 
magnetic permeability in the ferromagnetic material. 
There are many parameters relative to this sensing efficiency. To obtain the 
required resolution and sensitivity, all parameters should be considered together. 
Basically, a CDMPI sensor consists of a sensing element, an ac driving source and 
a pickup circuit and it is important to study the parameters related to each 
individual component.  
 
Sensing Element Parameters 
1. The sensing element obtained to be used for the CDMPI sensor should be 
of very good magnetic softness. 
2. The ideal sensing element should have longitudinal anisotropy which can 
be produced by means of magnetic controlled electroplating. Sample 
which has longitudinal anisotropy was able to achieve better saturation as 
seen from a larger output voltage being induced across the pickup coil for  
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1. the same external field. 
2. From the MI results, an optimum MI driving frequency can be established 
and used for determining the best driving frequency of the input current.   
 
AC Driving Source Parameters 
1. An optimum magnitude range of the input current should be used to drive 
the MPI sensing element while maintaining a second harmonic output 
voltage signal from the sensor. This is important for the repeatability of 
the signal output that will be induced in the sensing coil. 
2. The frequency of the driving current must be carefully selected to allow 
the sensing element to operate at its most dynamic state where fMI = fDR. At 
this state, the sensing will be the most permeable. 
 
Pickup Circuit Parameters 
The resonance frequency of the LC circuit should be the same or double that of 
the driving frequency such that fLC = fDR or fLC = 2fDR. In order to achieve that, 
there are two parameters which affect the LC resonance in the sensing circuit: 
1. The number of turns of the pickup coil, N and  
2. The capacitance of the parallel capacitor of the circuit respectively.  
 
Based on the experimental studies performed on the CDMPI sensor, it has been 
found that for the range of 0.00 T to 6.95 T; it is able to achieve a maximum 
sensitivity of 22721 V/T and a best resolution of 7.0 T under the best 
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APPENDIX A Experimental Set-up and Procedure 
A.1 Experimental Set-up  
 
Figure A. 1: Actual Experimental Set-up for MI measurement 
 
Figure A. 2: Actual Experimental Set-up for Sensitivity measurement 
 
 







Figure A. 3: Actual Experimental Set-up for Resolution measurement 
A.2 MI Measurement Settings 
Impedance Analyzer Settings 
MI Testing Procedure: 
 
1. Press Sweep Button 
2. Then go to EDIT LIST. 
3. Next Press EDIT and enter:  
 
SEG START STOP NOP OSC BIAS BW  AVG  
1  100 KHZ 1MHz   19        20mA 0V 5 1 
2  1MHz  50MHz  50  20mA 0V 5 1 
 
4. Then go to TYPE and select LIST under SWEEP Button. 















A.3 MI Measurement Data Sheet 
MI Measurement File name (All files must be saved in one subdirectory) 
D.C. current (A) File number  D.C. current (A) File number 
-2.5 N35  0.05 P1 
-2.4 N34  0.1 P2 
-2.3 N33  0.15 P3 
-2.2 N32  0.2 P4 
-2.1 N31  0.25 P5 
-2.0 N30  0.3 P6 
-1.9 N29  0.35 P7 
-1.8 N28  0.4 P8 
-1.7 N27  0.45 P9 
-1.6 N26  0.5 P10 
-1.5 N25  0.55 P11 
-1.4 N24  0.6 P12 
-1.3 N23  0.65 P13 
-1.2 N22  0.7 P14 
-1.1 N21  0.75 P15 
-1.0 N20  0.8 P16 
-0.95 N19  0.85 P17 
-0.9 N18  0.9 P18 
-0.85 N17  0.95 P19 
-0.8 N16  1.0 P20 
-0.75 N15  1.1 P21 
-0.7 N14  1.2 P22 
-0.65 N13  1.3 P23 
-0.6 N12  1.4 P24 
-0.55 N11  1.5 P25 
-0.5 N10  1.6 P26 
-0.45 N9  1.7 P27 
-0.4 N8  1.8 P28 
-0.35 N7  1.9 P29 
-0.3 N6  2.0 P30 
-0.25 N5  2.1 P31 
-0.2 N4  2.2 P32 
-0.15 N3  2.3 P33 
-0.1 N2  2.4 P34 
-0.05 N1  2.5 P35 
0 N0 or P0    
N0: the current direction change from “-” to “+” 
P0: the current direction change from “+” to “_” 
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 Table B.1: Experimental data for maximum MI ratio, fBMI Band anisotropy  
Sample f BMI (MHz) Anisotropy 
Maximum MI Ratio, ( )
maxZ
Z∆ (%) 
1. 1.0 Circumferential 321 
2. 1.0 Circumferential 124 
3. 10.0 Longitudinal 72 
4. 10.0 Longitudinal 338 
5. 1.0 Longitudinal 441 
6. 3.0 Circumferential 831 
7. 3.0 Longitudinal 868 
8. 10.0 Longitudinal 162 
 
 
Table B.2: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 1 (0.1 MHz – 1.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%)  HBext B  












-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 0.04831 0.15061 0.47903 0.8771 1.28281 1.60937 
-399.849 0.0866 0.30033 0.99861 1.84891 2.67744 3.37157 
-382.4643 0.16043 0.4868 1.60014 2.93403 4.23383 5.34556 
-365.0795 0.18595 0.77278 2.44244 4.3894 6.13765 7.47554 
-347.6948 0.26708 1.18248 3.66409 6.09161 8.29536 9.62137 
-330.3101 0.3792 1.19234 3.8432 6.9951 9.99381 12.51609
-312.9253 0.45576 1.47922 4.79618 8.68333 12.38431 15.46534
-295.5406 0.5296 1.80107 5.84463 10.56717 15.01744 18.69424
-278.1558 0.65903 2.16325 7.03248 12.69939 17.9551 22.29599
-260.7711 0.80032 2.66171 8.27356 14.84092 21.25004 26.30421
-243.3864 0.94981 3.14133 10.01732 17.88672 25.11393 30.98332
-226.0016 1.14944 3.74288 11.82951 20.98531 29.33159 36.06635
-208.6169 1.35179 4.44664 13.97119 24.63887 34.22652 41.95535
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-173.8474 1.92241 6.31942 19.4914 33.82907 46.47579 56.52849
-165.155 2.12477 6.91291 21.20306 36.64046 50.17512 60.89372
-156.4627 2.32622 7.56556 23.00596 39.54654 54.00667 65.42825
-147.7703 2.54498 8.2711 25.06653 42.91292 58.41632 70.60894
-139.0779 2.78654 9.07885 27.31382 46.52923 63.13402 76.15234
-130.3856 3.06364 9.92694 29.63798 50.27283 67.96424 81.80037
-121.6932 3.3927 10.92743 32.40654 54.62187 73.58075 88.37484
-113.0008 3.68257 11.99695 35.34068 59.23638 79.54398 95.30948
-104.3084 4.12922 13.26998 38.67022 64.44079 86.19715 103.0628
-95.6161 4.60139 14.55466 42.09268 70.3562 93.75967 111.8294
-86.9237 5.08541 16.29208 46.60753 76.6077 101.6745 120.9783
-78.2313 5.73898 18.20073 51.47299 83.99323 111.015 131.7506
-69.539 6.44267 20.33708 56.7972 92.03077 121.0995 143.3961
-60.8466 7.33688 22.87687 62.90035 101.1014 132.5302 156.5818
-52.1542 8.4298 29.22229 75.35927 119.5913 149.5393 168.7066
-43.4619 9.62026 29.22856 77.8541 123.2813 160.2864 188.6152
-34.7695 11.20723 33.49411 87.53179 137.3887 177.9538 209.0158
-26.0771 13.06401 38.38989 98.49364 153.3373 197.7945 231.8793
-17.3847 15.19151 43.91501 110.5977 170.7777 219.4784 256.7295
-8.6924 18.02363 51.1919 126.3228 193.4256 247.7115 289.2861
0 20.54947 57.6709 140.773 215.1335 274.8312 320.4748
8.6924 17.42931 49.7055 123.338 189.3979 242.8988 284.2937
17.3847 14.84695 41.83513 108.9173 168.1332 216.6561 253.9401
26.0771 12.60277 37.26388 96.14751 150.0734 193.9242 227.568 
34.7695 10.85902 32.63167 85.25747 134.2079 176.5726 207.1312
43.4619 9.44707 29.18015 76.85802 120.4148 156.9324 186.6748
52.1542 8.22836 25.39782 68.91902 110.1263 143.894 169.7351
60.8466 7.19286 22.2529 62.68914 99.54515 130.6833 154.557 
69.539 6.32691 19.90766 55.15059 90.44422 119.1613 141.1995
78.2313 5.59769 17.85647 50.59857 82.72104 109.4396 129.9675
86.9237 4.99973 16.01058 45.957 75.65841 100.4733 119.6143
95.6161 4.46466 14.38881 41.76403 69.20898 92.31792 110.1483
104.3084 3.99522 12.98938 38.07544 63.53264 85.06695 101.7432
113.0008 3.57319 11.71724 34.67495 58.25604 78.29353 93.86814
121.6932 3.25415 10.6522 31.80923 53.72769 72.46111 87.07237
130.3856 2.92965 9.65081 29.04068 49.33053 66.79256 80.42815
139.0779 2.65163 8.75521 26.63034 45.49844 61.81253 74.59433
147.7703 2.40461 8.01291 24.50133 42.04358 57.29105 69.30774
156.4627 2.14209 7.28047 22.44751 38.69738 52.94258 64.18285
165.155 1.95249 6.68609 20.67588 35.83942 49.16167 59.72568
173.8474 1.77565 6.03971 18.92282 32.94808 45.33997 55.20193
191.2321 1.4867 5.08136 16.03515 28.17912 39.01736 47.69976
208.6169 1.2096 4.24313 13.5682 24.02645 33.44234 41.03145
226.0016 0.97807 3.55014 11.47974 20.43964 28.6079 35.23694
243.3864 0.7985 2.9441 9.61771 17.2906 24.31499 30.05942
260.7711 0.65539 2.44386 8.0539 14.54752 20.5594 25.47796
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295.5406 0.40381 1.6128 5.5464 10.12551 14.44848 18.02842
312.9253 0.30992 1.31875 4.49542 8.2704 11.86106 14.82806
330.3101 0.23609 1.01304 3.57285 6.57363 9.46282 11.89466
347.6948 0.1504 0.71361 2.51003 4.66263 6.73826 8.56494 
365.0795 0.04831 0.51728 1.99721 3.75603 5.45053 6.91118 
382.4643 0 0.30212 1.31965 2.5436 3.74645 4.75076 
399.849 -0.0319 0.14344 0.74177 1.47633 2.20834 2.83384 
417.2338 -0.103 -0.00448 0.24332 0.52005 0.82707 1.06911 
434.6185 -0.13126 -0.1533 -0.2298 -0.34308 -0.43393 -0.513 
 
 
Table B. 3: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 1 (10.0 MHz – 50.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B  










-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 2.93689 2.7637 2.46828 2.14499 1.85346 
-399.849 6.1016 5.72032 5.0863 4.45332 3.88096 
-382.4643 9.60587 8.97709 7.9405 6.88766 5.9665 
-365.0795 13.32481 12.38607 10.90243 9.40016 8.11987 
-347.6948 17.39315 16.08629 14.06749 12.07421 10.39492 
-330.3101 21.83971 20.09021 17.42787 14.8858 12.74046 
-312.9253 26.74434 24.45605 20.9946 17.81368 15.17395 
-295.5406 32.02081 29.05659 24.67484 20.79152 17.62344 
-278.1558 37.78356 33.94146 28.49855 23.84834 20.11493 
-260.7711 44.06864 39.14146 32.49125 26.9664 22.60873 
-243.3864 51.25788 44.8887 36.79942 30.28572 25.24043 
-226.0016 58.89673 50.74537 41.05911 33.51785 27.76269 
-208.6169 67.57501 57.07512 45.49765 36.83349 30.30561 
-191.2321 77.29425 63.75306 50.01186 40.06829 32.72135 
-173.8474 87.98299 70.64394 54.59415 43.2958 35.05616 
-165.155 93.79702 74.2108 56.90027 44.92551 36.24121 
-156.4627 99.66359 77.78304 59.20288 46.50837 37.37052 
-147.7703 106.26057 81.61261 61.6042 48.1236 38.48675 
-139.0779 113.05211 85.43275 63.96872 49.71342 39.56637 
-130.3856 119.75634 89.01223 66.15709 51.13258 40.53885 
-121.6932 127.24667 92.91676 68.46477 52.64024 41.55342 
-113.0008 134.70699 96.7097 70.58843 53.94928 42.34828 
-104.3084 142.55824 100.42544 72.64095 55.20527 43.09137 
-95.6161 150.83414 103.9574 74.4104 56.19041 43.58115 
-86.9237 158.79237 106.82344 75.53655 56.39678 43.24385 
-78.2313 167.21192 109.80093 76.84483 56.97979 43.38045 
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-60.8466 183.17442 114.26911 78.40948 57.00904 42.66912 
-52.1542 191.13409 116.11677 78.58322 56.54103 41.798 
-43.4619 197.97259 117.10906 78.23326 55.58132 40.58621 
-34.7695 203.92108 117.9959 77.64254 54.4134 39.11874 
-26.0771 206.67142 116.55136 75.49823 52.038 36.73423 
-17.3847 210.1383 115.98918 74.11763 50.37181 34.91266 
-8.6924 213.16395 116.10262 73.41384 49.21091 33.44699 
0 219.94009 119.07463 75.34715 50.765 34.80157 
8.6924 213.49018 116.32323 73.5385 49.34689 33.74126 
17.3847 210.33151 116.50159 74.26042 50.36247 34.90591 
26.0771 206.43846 116.76539 75.52203 52.06818 36.76535 
34.7695 202.59597 116.8122 76.8665 53.80964 38.69385 
43.4619 197.08014 116.60941 78.0763 55.52752 40.50618 
52.1542 189.5772 115.66527 78.30933 56.41077 41.73191 
60.8466 182.20006 114.20158 78.33107 56.96394 42.64854 
69.539 174.29905 112.04169 77.70324 57.15819 43.20807 
78.2313 166.33434 109.36643 76.76132 56.92396 43.37871 
86.9237 158.02221 106.47343 75.46377 56.40671 43.27445 
95.6161 149.75298 103.24548 73.85645 55.60027 42.96916 
104.3084 141.632 99.78802 72.01217 54.60732 42.47065 
113.0008 133.59582 95.9906 69.93985 53.37402 41.71181 
121.6932 126.15749 92.28233 67.82713 52.01525 40.8844 
130.3856 118.53513 88.30136 65.50061 50.5234 39.88523 
139.0779 111.4534 84.53042 63.21899 49.00883 38.87364 
147.7703 104.94654 80.82468 60.94375 47.48062 37.80838 
156.4627 98.36749 76.98007 58.51177 45.83938 36.67518 
165.155 92.44145 73.40197 56.19754 44.22467 35.53335 
173.8474 86.34553 69.61059 53.71976 42.50453 34.26485 
191.2321 75.91705 62.77249 49.20052 39.27548 31.87955 
208.6169 66.32686 56.11545 44.65489 35.93706 29.39405 
226.0016 57.7578 49.82871 40.19054 32.65044 26.87273 
243.3864 49.90195 43.77229 35.81883 29.31768 24.29332 
260.7711 42.83347 38.08521 31.56427 26.05561 21.70144 
278.1558 36.73268 32.98084 27.60741 22.94782 19.20397 
295.5406 30.99408 28.07149 23.74989 19.86842 16.69627 
312.9253 25.76926 23.485 20.08891 16.90077 14.25904 
330.3101 20.85642 19.14198 16.50103 13.95978 11.81034 
347.6948 16.47925 15.20863 13.17706 11.15579 9.43464 
365.0795 12.36036 11.45698 10.07451 8.53739 6.90173 
382.4643 8.62123 8.00847 7.08265 5.9838 4.71374 
399.849 5.19049 4.83519 4.29904 3.58098 2.65024 
417.2338 2.00217 1.85204 1.62602 1.25515 0.62441 
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Table B.4: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 2 (0.1 MHz – 1.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 












-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 0.02086 0.0259 0.13741 0.31471 0.53368 0.73391 
-399.849 0.02622 0.08854 0.34399 0.67817 1.07859 1.51713 
-382.4643 -0.13302 -0.02628 0.3783 0.92525 1.58626 2.27311 
-365.0795 -0.11254 0.03942 0.66436 1.45606 2.3678 3.24148 
-347.6948 -0.1045 0.14491 0.94743 2.01876 3.1424 4.35692 
-330.3101 -0.06393 0.24925 1.22131 2.5338 4.07309 5.66941 
-312.9253 -0.05857 0.33608 1.55874 3.19108 5.09342 7.06586 
-295.5406 -0.21072 0.26239 1.76083 3.74737 6.0544 8.44162 
-278.1558 -0.17761 0.41739 2.23585 4.63321 7.39458 10.24976 
-260.7711 -0.13857 0.60819 2.77593 5.61748 8.8814 12.25064 
-243.3864 -0.06603 0.79537 3.39511 6.78888 10.66189 14.62702 
-226.0016 0.03694 1.07756 4.17402 8.21726 12.77417 17.40336 
-208.6169 0.12728 1.367 5.03765 9.78183 15.11115 20.46779 
-191.2321 0.35561 1.86931 6.19185 11.84274 17.87258 24.05787 
-173.8474 0.42317 2.18426 7.32599 13.87397 21.06077 28.14878 
-165.155 0.5292 2.44456 8.04697 15.13097 22.87494 30.46447 
-156.4627 0.62107 2.71 8.79794 16.45579 24.78016 32.90549 
-147.7703 0.75103 3.04856 9.65895 17.97728 26.94447 35.63408 
-139.0779 0.86319 3.37608 10.59701 19.59647 29.25757 38.55938 
-130.3856 0.99984 3.75786 11.63461 21.38593 31.78182 41.7157 
-121.6932 1.13994 4.14193 12.7082 23.22451 34.37914 44.95408 
-113.0008 1.3143 4.5936 13.90589 25.27993 37.21826 48.45951 
-104.3084 1.5078 5.09401 15.25411 27.56849 40.40877 52.39112 
-95.6161 1.68523 5.6365 16.739 30.10101 43.90559 56.65752 
-86.9237 1.93327 6.29991 18.41284 32.88427 47.70909 61.25425 
-78.2313 2.22209 7.01454 20.26402 35.91149 51.80427 66.12958 
-69.539 2.52047 7.81867 22.36321 39.42645 56.51743 71.72037 
-60.8466 2.83493 8.68792 24.61631 43.09079 61.42072 77.41167 
-52.1542 3.25121 9.76244 27.38043 47.53154 67.24133 84.07584 
-43.4619 3.72491 10.99538 30.37569 52.26409 73.33583 90.79913 
-34.7695 4.23574 12.37418 33.71963 57.50747 79.97042 97.94395 
-26.0771 4.85931 13.96892 37.62501 63.45799 87.30798 105.46856
-17.3847 5.68345 16.0454 42.58187 70.86639 96.16194 113.4309 
-8.6924 6.73516 18.62268 48.45166 79.34082 105.68893 120.47796
0 7.69538 21.07848 54.05995 87.26188 113.72339 123.70566
8.6924 6.49171 18.1038 47.32033 77.94561 104.37032 120.01128
17.3847 5.54067 15.73674 41.80184 69.798 94.95559 112.51666
26.0771 4.75921 13.69662 37.03114 62.61962 86.33042 104.49449
34.7695 4.08263 12.0619 33.10757 56.58442 78.85886 96.86006 
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52.1542 3.07513 9.48938 26.78337 46.67539 66.10412 82.88489 
60.8466 2.60143 8.36897 24.09517 42.35396 60.50838 76.45709 
69.539 2.25654 7.47687 21.85576 38.70923 55.66675 70.8013 
78.2313 1.91375 6.65332 19.75769 35.28702 51.09383 65.38239 
86.9237 1.66494 5.96326 17.70723 31.90807 46.92451 60.42276 
95.6161 1.41574 5.13076 16.06807 29.20949 43.1645 55.83776 
104.3084 1.18339 4.6888 14.66586 26.79886 39.65609 51.5498 
113.0008 1.04348 4.27731 13.48054 24.73647 36.58479 47.75284 
121.6932 0.86989 3.83288 12.27329 22.68527 33.73106 44.21069 
130.3856 0.68194 3.36903 11.09059 20.68466 30.93773 40.76525 
139.0779 0.52863 2.98268 10.08486 18.95697 28.49473 37.69565 
147.7703 0.3826 2.6464 9.19555 17.4287 26.31599 34.94706 
156.4627 0.2446 2.30441 8.3366 15.95779 24.2438 32.32484 
165.155 0.09933 1.99213 7.53408 14.57084 22.26837 29.82555 
173.8474 -0.02182 1.71641 6.81816 13.30558 20.44174 27.51089 
191.2321 -0.20498 1.20838 5.56161 11.17813 17.28953 23.43378 
208.6169 -0.36843 0.86106 4.46814 9.19567 14.48284 19.80388 
226.0016 -0.52097 0.50403 3.58014 7.60434 12.13963 16.72876 
243.3864 -0.61763 0.24069 2.81455 6.20382 10.05515 13.99293 
260.7711 -0.70165 0.00514 2.16762 5.02343 8.29426 11.65827 
278.1558 -0.79333 -0.20584 1.5968 3.98876 6.75255 9.60256 
295.5406 -0.88309 -0.4231 1.02241 2.97223 5.34378 7.73167 
312.9253 -0.96577 -0.57182 0.64974 2.27573 4.16059 6.14713 
330.3101 -1.0364 -0.72072 0.25045 1.56933 3.11639 4.71655 
347.6948 -1.11927 -0.90676 -0.14678 0.87704 2.09499 3.36079 
365.0795 -1.2921 -1.1027 -0.52658 0.26284 1.1766 2.16087 
382.4643 -1.3478 -1.2299 -0.82408 -0.25441 0.41002 1.12199 
399.849 -1.41364 -1.33444 -1.06722 -0.69412 -0.24982 0.20861 
417.2338 -1.51278 -1.47268 -1.33979 -1.14153 -0.89701 -0.65616 
434.6185 -1.58532 -1.59131 -1.5683 -1.51746 -1.46259 -1.42369 
 
Table B.5: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 2 (10.0 MHz – 50.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 










-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 2.41585 2.02785 1.76557 1.56213 1.37197 
-399.849 4.89062 4.07502 3.54856 3.1246 2.74684 
-382.4643 7.50892 6.24796 5.39908 4.70074 4.12217 
-365.0795 10.24224 8.47879 7.3083 6.35345 5.53215 
-347.6948 13.18771 10.8624 9.30109 8.04158 6.97139 
-330.3101 16.26513 13.32384 11.3541 9.76132 8.41267 
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-295.5406 22.59146 18.18153 15.17593 12.77593 10.73268 
-278.1558 26.07099 20.77605 17.19407 14.36738 11.96489 
-260.7711 29.69893 23.42492 19.18663 15.88335 13.14634 
-243.3864 33.51967 26.11229 21.12341 17.31606 14.20637 
-226.0016 37.53426 28.77706 22.98884 18.66153 15.15663 
-208.6169 41.34639 31.32784 24.79252 19.96794 16.20215 
-191.2321 45.21439 33.60596 26.20914 20.84337 16.689 
-173.8474 49.2043 35.94232 27.58611 21.62162 17.0552 
-165.155 51.23432 36.99498 28.08809 21.8343 17.07764 
-156.4627 53.19603 37.94262 28.5408 22.01481 17.05972 
-147.7703 55.09634 38.81912 28.90602 22.08622 16.93176 
-139.0779 57.01918 39.60976 29.24524 22.08946 16.79924 
-130.3856 58.95962 40.34757 29.5016 22.08656 16.61305 
-121.6932 60.7413 40.91578 29.52878 21.83658 16.24167 
-113.0008 62.25271 41.19445 29.35806 21.43913 15.69565 
-104.3084 63.87453 41.59869 29.25933 21.02426 15.13559 
-95.6161 65.12719 41.56512 28.85227 20.35962 14.39 
-86.9237 66.07975 41.28105 28.12208 19.39309 13.35769 
-78.2313 66.84922 40.73215 27.19596 18.25315 12.1724 
-69.539 67.14004 39.88551 25.91148 16.73415 10.67861 
-60.8466 66.83075 38.55411 24.29825 15.03371 9.05503 
-52.1542 65.79551 36.65717 22.07743 12.80522 6.89754 
-43.4619 64.13246 34.3887 19.60462 10.48997 4.72315 
-34.7695 61.92165 31.69027 16.8489 7.94848 2.29207 
-26.0771 58.9275 28.30426 13.58616 4.94986 -0.52372 
-17.3847 54.78759 23.84656 9.54971 1.29963 -3.90452 
-8.6924 49.19608 18.62831 5.00851 -2.74002 -7.5914 
0 47.14019 16.08424 2.71798 -4.83942 -9.5259 
8.6924 53.04231 21.65393 7.45805 -0.70011 -5.79654 
17.3847 57.78185 26.3852 11.62192 3.02995 -2.39779 
26.0771 61.52984 30.42838 15.37274 6.39319 0.71628 
34.7695 64.62925 34.00711 18.78745 9.51071 3.63337 
43.4619 66.45023 36.41691 21.34684 11.87845 5.90847 
52.1542 67.6763 38.49247 23.74331 14.18423 8.10846 
60.8466 68.49407 40.17475 25.78019 16.27224 10.06046 
69.539 68.6315 41.36302 27.25804 17.86808 11.66047 
78.2313 67.95271 41.89009 28.25743 19.12794 12.93832 
86.9237 66.9781 42.24771 29.04891 20.22536 14.0818 
95.6161 65.65944 42.30953 29.56238 21.02026 15.00032 
104.3084 64.07441 42.08317 29.83243 21.62448 15.70373 
113.0008 62.3697 41.7377 29.88328 21.98066 16.24667 
121.6932 60.60825 41.23657 29.82963 22.22388 16.66505 
130.3856 58.7331 40.56364 29.74067 22.41705 17.04785 
139.0779 56.83761 39.83791 29.51043 22.50388 17.29166 
147.7703 54.94246 39.00062 29.14024 22.41848 17.38678 
156.4627 53.00004 38.07745 28.7159 22.25695 17.48353 
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173.8474 48.9257 35.96777 27.61863 21.75351 17.34895 
191.2321 44.91561 33.59332 26.23099 20.98718 16.99487 
208.6169 40.95031 31.19044 24.72731 20.04163 16.46535 
226.0016 37.05507 28.67627 23.03791 18.91924 15.72118 
243.3864 33.08379 25.96998 21.14159 17.57197 14.78439 
260.7711 29.28701 23.29411 19.19019 16.09894 13.67629 
278.1558 25.71488 20.64149 17.17863 14.53938 12.46832 
295.5406 22.06233 17.90213 15.05125 12.8627 11.12129 
312.9253 18.75054 15.3677 13.0332 11.24607 9.84298 
330.3101 15.55372 12.85304 11.0052 9.5874 8.44377 
347.6948 12.40349 10.30637 8.88375 7.81165 6.96979 
365.0795 9.48467 7.94705 6.90073 6.11333 5.53105 
382.4643 6.72504 5.6835 4.95639 4.42801 4.07578 
399.849 4.14276 3.51941 3.08901 2.81414 2.66859 
417.2338 1.68722 1.46129 1.28505 1.22196 1.28598 
434.6185 -0.69069 -0.54634 -0.43512 -0.30159 -0.05631 
 
Table B.6: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 3 (0.1 MHz – 1.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 












-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 8.5084E-4 0.00593 0.06919 0.12531 0.224 0.32371 
-399.849 0.03233 0.06858 0.16839 0.29456 0.47796 0.64135 
-382.4643 0.02978 0.06181 0.23174 0.42394 0.71773 0.99318 
-365.0795 0.05616 0.09821 0.33011 0.60295 0.98984 1.34349 
-347.6948 0.08679 0.14055 0.43431 0.80556 1.31874 1.8131 
-330.3101 0.09955 0.19389 0.56519 1.03502 1.63896 2.24775 
-312.9253 0.13358 0.23622 0.67939 1.24333 1.93551 2.68013 
-295.5406 0.13358 0.28787 0.79527 1.46303 2.31725 3.23865 
-278.1558 0.17102 0.32089 0.95282 1.79176 2.81651 3.86632 
-260.7711 0.20676 0.39539 1.11954 2.07493 3.25267 4.47423 
-243.3864 0.23228 0.47075 1.33461 2.45248 3.82292 5.21361 
-226.0016 0.23398 0.51731 1.51634 2.77552 4.35057 5.97805 
-208.6169 0.32247 0.65447 1.74725 3.2141 5.00521 6.86029 
-191.2321 0.29524 0.71628 2.0015 3.69418 5.70874 7.8527 
-173.8474 0.38458 0.81449 2.28743 4.22715 6.55661 8.98494 
-165.155 0.41777 0.91948 2.61587 4.59169 6.85633 9.681 
-156.4627 0.44244 0.95081 2.62671 4.86183 7.49834 10.24028 
-147.7703 0.4569 0.99907 2.76759 5.11408 7.91952 10.795 
-139.0779 0.49264 1.08797 2.986 5.48838 8.43219 11.48422 
-130.3856 0.51646 1.14978 3.12938 5.77724 8.91173 12.1324 
-121.6932 0.54199 1.2082 3.35862 6.20443 9.54822 12.98424 
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-104.3084 0.58793 1.34366 3.75292 6.95792 10.6966 14.52758 
-95.6161 0.63473 1.4097 3.98299 7.35663 11.28735 15.24871 
-86.9237 0.68153 1.53078 4.22641 7.7944 11.94356 16.22897 
-78.2313 0.7011 1.63746 4.56235 8.39002 12.84585 17.40528 
-69.539 0.80916 1.77038 4.84161 8.89939 13.57147 18.3597 
-60.8466 0.78873 1.81102 5.05919 9.32903 14.21665 19.23509 
-52.1542 0.8066 1.93633 5.34428 9.80992 14.97855 20.25943 
-43.4619 0.81341 2.00237 5.71024 10.55445 16.06698 22.34304 
-34.7695 0.93933 2.27415 6.36379 11.69688 17.79112 23.16373 
-26.0771 0.91551 2.23182 6.27376 11.78557 17.89444 24.08775 
-17.3847 1.13248 2.77538 7.74008 14.08589 20.92154 27.70939 
-8.6924 1.11461 2.66447 7.62504 13.98744 21.09585 28.27095 
0 1.14269 2.70257 7.53418 13.80435 20.83162 27.9214 
8.6924 1.06441 2.55271 7.12738 13.08586 19.7637 26.54068 
17.3847 1.00485 2.43671 6.78226 12.30064 18.90636 25.35297 
26.0771 0.88573 2.20726 6.26792 11.57483 17.59394 23.69109 
34.7695 0.91211 2.14884 5.97949 10.98327 16.69953 22.48666 
43.4619 0.88488 2.05148 5.64021 10.37951 15.7996 21.32099 
52.1542 0.78533 1.8796 5.27843 9.74157 14.84999 20.06261 
60.8466 0.76576 1.78224 4.96832 9.14432 13.94927 18.88479 
69.539 0.72237 1.66286 4.6899 8.62518 13.17948 17.83614 
78.2313 0.68663 1.59174 4.40647 8.12638 12.01376 16.56788 
86.9237 0.62537 1.45542 4.0997 7.63166 11.6888 15.9007 
95.6161 0.57602 1.37668 3.85879 7.16785 11.00893 14.98351 
104.3084 0.53603 1.25646 3.63288 6.74554 10.40004 14.12787 
113.0008 0.51221 1.21328 3.42031 6.35497 9.80771 13.35887 
121.6932 0.5037 1.13284 3.21691 5.96032 9.15938 12.48423 
130.3856 0.43819 1.0541 3.00433 5.72435 8.79342 12.00322 
139.0779 0.39309 0.97452 2.82761 5.26624 8.12853 11.13543 
147.7703 0.41521 0.94658 2.65172 4.93425 7.63952 10.46444 
156.4627 0.3514 0.85429 2.48333 4.63888 7.18995 9.87933 
165.155 0.34544 0.8128 2.33494 4.34107 6.74827 9.28282 
173.8474 0.2995 0.75861 2.17322 4.07092 6.31448 8.65287 
191.2321 0.27397 0.63077 1.87062 3.55341 5.52182 7.59814 
208.6169 0.22633 0.55795 1.63721 3.08228 4.83169 6.63308 
226.0016 0.21612 0.48768 1.44965 2.69659 4.21491 5.80404 
243.3864 0.17102 0.39455 1.2054 2.31578 3.59892 4.96664 
260.7711 0.14464 0.3175 1.02367 1.97647 3.11544 4.29946 
278.1558 0.09955 0.28194 0.92364 1.63797 2.61302 3.66799 
295.5406 0.0987 0.22013 0.72274 1.38084 2.18712 3.03424 
312.9253 0.06807 0.11853 0.55185 1.10907 1.81405 2.51828 
330.3101 0.01446 0.09906 0.45765 0.90646 1.4678 2.03954 
347.6948 0.02978 0.05673 0.33011 0.69652 1.15153 1.61705 
365.0795 -0.0034 0.04487 0.24341 0.51426 0.85734 1.20367 
382.4643 -0.01106 0.01185 0.15755 0.32873 0.57498 0.83132 
399.849 -0.02212 0.00423 0.10587 0.21075 0.38489 0.53952 
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434.6185 -0.02467 -0.02709 -0.02834 -0.05045 -0.07177 -0.10486 
 
 
Table B.7: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 3 (10.0 MHz – 50.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 










-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 1.26186 1.17559 1.07807 0.98607 0.90934 
-399.849 2.51626 2.36884 2.17958 1.99081 1.83379 
-382.4643 3.85203 3.62165 3.33399 3.04713 2.81105 
-365.0795 5.30055 4.97071 4.53979 4.14109 3.79795 
-347.6948 6.91023 6.42316 5.84831 5.30446 4.85569 
-330.3101 8.57976 7.93205 7.15336 6.47297 5.91523 
-312.9253 10.19846 9.41945 8.49972 7.67486 7.00179 
-295.5406 12.13479 11.12241 9.96693 8.96426 8.15797 
-278.1558 14.15353 12.91228 11.51428 10.31986 9.36498 
-260.7711 16.27392 14.75265 13.09633 11.69329 10.59603 
-243.3864 18.62156 16.78718 14.76879 13.12981 11.86072 
-226.0016 21.10972 18.87623 16.5024 14.5822 13.11267 
-208.6169 23.76685 21.08596 18.29767 16.07959 14.46973 
-191.2321 26.6769 23.4817 20.23175 17.65821 15.79632 
-173.8474 29.843 25.96225 22.19567 19.30614 17.2157 
-165.155 31.4055 27.28698 23.22916 20.12814 17.94051 
-156.4627 33.1328 28.59377 24.23142 20.9238 18.6064 
-147.7703 34.77075 29.92352 25.24258 21.81501 19.42512 
-139.0779 36.5232 31.27944 26.29269 22.62627 20.10597 
-130.3856 38.41825 32.73363 27.42006 23.57476 20.9291 
-121.6932 40.4781 34.23612 28.50815 24.46675 21.63654 
-113.0008 42.29196 35.58482 29.55826 25.33239 22.3489 
-104.3084 44.38321 37.16911 30.61584 26.16336 23.15641 
-95.6161 46.45225 38.58651 31.72658 27.0569 23.92987 
-86.9237 48.48573 40.13868 32.84014 28.01 24.61577 
-78.2313 50.9163 41.77613 34.08044 28.98669 25.55046 
-69.539 53.04606 43.29765 35.24473 29.88827 26.38035 
-60.8466 55.329 44.99494 36.52562 30.97097 27.26991 
-52.1542 57.81039 46.7064 37.91271 32.10215 28.15377 
-43.4619 61.04797 48.61055 39.24165 33.18947 29.05802 
-34.7695 63.1583 50.35394 40.52621 34.22718 29.95379 
-26.0771 65.99931 52.02844 41.82779 35.33026 30.93365 
-17.3847 69.50854 54.57532 43.6539 36.87788 32.33033 
-8.6924 73.60031 57.00217 45.29081 37.97485 33.15572 
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8.6924 69.71845 54.37056 43.17697 36.22282 31.61959 
17.3847 66.97528 52.54263 41.81934 35.0779 30.63056 
26.0771 64.31382 50.78103 40.64333 34.16601 29.89454 
34.7695 61.77535 49.06856 39.35013 33.09434 28.96573 
43.4619 59.27227 47.42233 38.18198 32.21688 28.42716 
52.1542 56.74438 45.70693 36.90253 31.23941 27.48089 
60.8466 54.16185 43.96299 35.6456 30.20579 26.60903 
69.539 51.62477 42.30587 34.38762 29.14922 25.68185 
78.2313 49.5337 40.62076 33.19511 28.18497 24.83361 
86.9237 47.22214 39.07472 32.01124 27.27676 24.08252 
95.6161 45.23237 37.55411 30.87228 26.31551 23.2569 
104.3084 42.99263 35.95024 29.6765 25.37418 22.45883 
113.0008 41.05196 34.46943 28.5909 24.46659 21.67365 
121.6932 38.9843 32.94882 27.45234 23.54039 20.89338 
130.3856 37.21641 31.57808 26.39135 22.67666 20.07053 
139.0779 35.29048 30.14155 25.25246 21.80604 19.40168 
147.7703 33.55798 28.80155 24.27679 20.96315 18.68548 
156.4627 31.87145 27.46072 23.24697 20.10207 17.93908 
165.155 30.3754 26.22685 22.28831 19.34254 17.26907 
173.8474 28.66649 25.01558 21.30248 18.52915 16.58173 
191.2321 25.61436 22.51352 19.42138 16.9809 15.20697 
208.6169 22.84968 20.22511 17.55677 15.48118 13.8512 
226.0016 20.242 18.0409 15.78113 13.95306 12.54639 
243.3864 17.81265 16.03822 14.07318 12.50575 11.13609 
260.7711 15.59164 14.11669 12.4732 11.12246 10.0815 
278.1558 13.52953 12.29653 10.93554 9.775 8.88941 
295.5406 11.44332 10.50465 9.39585 8.44906 7.70404 
312.9253 9.66276 8.88321 7.95829 7.16158 6.52835 
330.3101 7.96062 7.34549 6.60447 5.98187 5.44768 
347.6948 6.34105 5.89424 5.32914 4.85023 4.4189 
365.0795 4.78532 4.48241 4.08236 3.72714 3.39874 
382.4643 3.42406 3.2081 2.91872 2.66029 2.25914 
399.849 2.10808 1.96389 1.77629 1.61735 1.45366 
417.2338 0.76676 0.72426 0.63426 0.57679 0.50633 
434.6185 -0.43924 -0.414 -0.42018 -0.39446 -0.38689 
 
Table B.8: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 4 (0.1 MHz – 1.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 












-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 0.02944 0.02228 0.0444 0.09188 0.10183 0.14814 
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-382.4643 0.03837 0.06148 0.15539 0.25709 0.3889 0.55598 
-365.0795 0.05711 0.09356 0.21755 0.38255 0.57677 0.82961 
-347.6948 0.0928 0.15949 0.317 0.53185 0.7901 1.13723 
-330.3101 0.13116 0.20761 0.41822 0.66791 1.0201 1.4309 
-312.9253 0.14722 0.23701 0.5079 0.8234 1.24133 1.74897 
-295.5406 0.18202 0.28513 0.60469 0.99921 1.51084 2.11585 
-278.1558 0.22396 0.32968 0.69348 1.18209 1.80932 2.55941 
-260.7711 0.23556 0.38225 0.79471 1.39059 2.13326 3.03347 
-243.3864 0.2659 0.42234 0.95631 1.63974 2.52656 3.56331 
-226.0016 0.27571 0.46422 1.08418 1.90655 2.93302 4.1341 
-208.6169 0.31497 0.55065 1.26976 2.22018 3.44658 4.86175 
-191.2321 0.32568 0.63797 1.47842 2.59831 3.99263 5.687 
-173.8474 0.39884 0.74846 1.72793 3.01001 4.66509 6.61508 
-165.155 0.44881 0.80192 1.86734 3.28212 5.05575 7.1362 
-156.4627 0.4497 0.84558 1.98899 3.52949 5.46396 7.72616 
-147.7703 0.48004 0.91508 2.18522 3.85727 5.91432 8.35098 
-139.0779 0.55945 1.02735 2.36104 4.15941 6.38662 9.06817 
-130.3856 0.54607 1.06655 2.52797 4.47747 6.88965 9.78101 
-121.6932 0.61299 1.18416 2.7544 4.85118 7.46554 10.5897 
-113.0008 0.64332 1.25723 2.96661 5.27171 8.14942 11.53521 
-104.3084 0.68526 1.37217 3.2623 5.75409 8.84821 12.55653 
-95.6161 0.76646 1.48177 3.51891 6.23382 9.61373 13.55782 
-86.9237 0.80572 1.62789 3.87231 6.8443 10.52234 14.86933 
-78.2313 0.90833 1.78382 4.23282 7.48306 11.53893 16.29064 
-69.539 0.9806 1.95222 4.64038 8.20133 12.6161 17.85923 
-60.8466 1.05734 2.13577 5.103 8.98409 13.83285 19.53849 
-52.1542 1.15192 2.32556 5.58071 9.88347 15.19884 21.39465 
-43.4619 1.23936 2.53228 6.13213 10.92244 16.74216 23.57847 
-34.7695 1.33572 2.82275 6.7821 12.01884 18.42068 25.92612 
-26.0771 1.48652 3.13104 7.57237 13.36967 20.5162 28.86635 
-17.3847 1.6266 3.40993 8.3502 14.74525 22.63102 31.79176 
-8.6924 1.80327 3.80643 9.27011 16.35936 25.06277 35.07534 
0 1.91659 4.1272 10.11277 17.88778 27.27241 38.13321 
8.6924 1.82558 3.82426 9.33404 16.50602 25.34106 35.51193 
17.3847 1.66765 3.46517 8.27473 14.63128 22.33869 31.41007 
26.0771 1.47224 3.09629 7.4525 13.12672 20.12466 28.27464 
34.7695 1.38569 2.81651 6.74125 11.84214 18.10903 25.49737 
43.4619 1.26256 2.5501 6.07707 10.71571 16.43227 23.11661 
52.1542 1.15816 2.30507 5.52566 9.75713 14.95654 21.033 
60.8466 1.05823 2.1135 5.03285 8.84892 13.60548 19.1385 
69.539 0.9922 1.9549 4.58977 8.05555 12.37644 17.40957 
78.2313 0.93331 1.78828 4.20884 7.38146 11.30717 15.92028 
86.9237 0.89227 1.65819 3.85633 6.72769 10.32745 14.5713 
95.6161 0.81642 1.52899 3.54378 6.18258 9.47239 13.33734 
104.3084 0.75307 1.39445 3.26141 5.67988 8.68229 12.25502 
113.0008 0.72809 1.33386 2.99858 5.23284 8.01773 11.31997 
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130.3856 0.63083 1.13961 2.54928 4.46421 6.82644 9.61021 
139.0779 0.58533 1.04784 2.3788 4.11171 6.30498 8.91916 
147.7703 0.58087 0.98725 2.20032 3.80602 5.82214 8.22114 
156.4627 0.55142 0.94181 2.07601 3.57102 5.43148 7.64947 
173.8474 0.52019 0.88211 1.91351 3.28919 5.02502 7.07171 
191.2321 0.51127 0.7939 1.59652 2.67694 4.04354 5.64255 
208.6169 0.45238 0.68519 1.39229 2.3156 3.46326 4.83996 
226.0016 0.45327 0.65044 1.24667 2.01256 3.00852 4.1646 
243.3864 0.37297 0.5355 1.04955 1.7113 2.5564 3.54239 
260.7711 0.39349 0.55065 0.96608 1.54255 2.24475 3.10057 
278.1558 0.38189 0.51323 0.87107 1.32787 1.92433 2.62215 
295.5406 0.37118 0.46422 0.77961 1.17238 1.65745 2.27532 
312.9253 0.32479 0.40898 0.64198 0.96918 1.38179 1.88579 
330.3101 0.30962 0.38225 0.57272 0.82959 1.12106 1.53547 
347.6948 0.28731 0.35195 0.48482 0.68911 0.92266 1.2296 
365.0795 0.28196 0.30473 0.42444 0.56013 0.73742 0.95945 
382.4643 0.21771 0.26285 0.32499 0.42054 0.54517 0.70064 
399.849 0.24002 0.25127 0.3019 0.34456 0.40822 0.4758 
417.2338 0.27393 0.28156 0.29835 0.31717 0.29585 0.3355 
434.6185 0.20879 0.21028 0.20778 0.1979 0.15012 0.1464 
 
 
Table B.9: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 4 (10.0 MHz – 50.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 










-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 3.47223 3.67739 3.30516 2.71208 2.30195 
-399.849 7.31482 7.72361 6.88589 5.59126 4.71595 
-382.4643 11.3646 11.88621 10.53602 8.4844 7.11687 
-365.0795 15.85708 16.52829 14.53854 11.59158 9.67302 
-347.6948 20.67038 21.4547 18.72469 14.81103 12.29132 
-330.3101 26.10297 26.92768 23.31292 18.26994 15.11384 
-312.9253 31.76909 32.55089 27.89664 21.70285 17.85348 
-295.5406 38.21033 39.05995 33.11599 25.57544 20.93546 
-278.1558 45.25055 45.77977 38.43475 29.38555 23.93159 
-260.7711 53.29407 53.4383 44.26995 33.53323 27.14627 
-243.3864 62.05512 61.37412 50.39436 37.76027 30.3021 
-226.0016 72.02507 70.13623 56.88415 42.16488 33.62154 
-208.6169 83.28295 79.93353 63.9537 46.77227 37.0335 
-191.2321 95.56958 90.4413 71.22989 51.53083 40.52718 
-173.8474 109.49398 101.65922 78.79004 56.23109 43.87099 
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-156.4627 124.98381 113.67671 86.65039 61.13805 47.32634 
-147.7703 133.99713 120.34845 90.84071 63.69616 49.15484 
-139.0779 143.05064 127.07734 95.15003 66.28819 50.95973 
-130.3856 152.76273 134.12722 99.44302 68.77741 52.66842 
-121.6932 163.43034 141.2289 103.88214 71.35367 54.48992 
-113.0008 175.29391 148.96109 108.4731 74.01852 56.26028 
-104.3084 187.44011 156.92119 113.21298 76.72342 58.08832 
-95.6161 199.24206 164.33117 117.43128 79.16266 59.7457 
-86.9237 212.52618 172.09751 121.74987 81.48916 61.25315 
-78.2313 226.66467 180.55691 126.46313 84.2017 63.10424 
-69.539 241.43854 188.71847 131.06109 86.66268 64.74265 
-60.8466 256.70312 196.53022 135.44603 89.17434 66.37823 
-52.1542 271.5482 204.38688 139.61088 91.54736 67.97339 
-43.4619 287.28808 212.23788 143.98473 93.87078 69.43966 
-34.7695 302.48836 219.34685 147.43686 95.61873 70.56644 
-26.0771 317.29549 225.41319 150.55775 97.10726 71.42601 
-17.3847 329.59998 230.39366 153.22729 98.82791 72.6424 
-8.6924 338.09513 233.74261 155.39074 100.23017 73.70488 
0 337.96877 231.29895 153.7145 99.49404 73.40015 
8.6924 342.59811 234.64595 155.25945 99.78328 73.09989 
17.3847 330.90444 231.07337 153.55524 98.78129 72.39623 
26.0771 316.30292 226.56606 151.3222 97.71499 71.89267 
34.7695 301.27409 219.16045 147.73604 95.80627 70.66421 
43.4619 285.44358 212.11518 143.90442 93.90969 69.48819 
52.1542 270.11136 204.39967 140.21913 92.02048 68.30489 
60.8466 254.59853 196.48651 135.96349 89.66356 66.78079 
69.539 239.48844 188.40427 131.50586 87.34202 65.28516 
78.2313 224.07474 180.14858 126.8498 84.75845 63.56754 
86.9237 209.98245 171.99294 122.3025 82.27188 62.04199 
95.6161 197.1915 163.7243 117.6188 79.64017 60.33761 
104.3084 184.18935 155.62822 113.05312 77.04499 58.57126 
113.0008 172.34342 148.1641 108.58746 74.56352 56.93804 
121.6932 160.81585 140.66024 104.05128 71.99068 55.38595 
130.3856 150.55165 133.23918 99.72684 69.49845 53.51073 
139.0779 140.72257 126.39107 95.39025 66.93795 51.75287 
147.7703 132.07583 119.88768 91.0479 64.17408 49.68394 
156.4627 123.62622 113.44175 86.98915 61.66383 47.89581 
173.8474 115.48716 107.24227 83.04795 59.252 46.21694 
191.2321 93.61144 89.39001 71.04089 51.69009 40.82682 
208.6169 81.4159 79.05253 63.67368 46.9637 37.36623 
226.0016 70.53978 69.51059 56.70252 42.36883 34.01915 
243.3864 60.69954 60.66155 50.16091 37.93228 30.65623 
260.7711 52.16174 52.79161 44.1587 33.78661 27.50739 
278.1558 44.39573 45.41482 38.30634 29.58151 24.2334 
295.5406 37.43118 38.67444 33.00645 25.67822 21.16631 
312.9253 31.02834 32.28582 27.78015 21.7914 18.06452 
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347.6948 20.14485 21.23431 18.68651 14.97576 12.57951 
365.0795 15.33802 16.32182 14.52987 11.76161 9.91608 
382.4643 10.94667 11.77735 10.58979 8.6871 7.36779 
399.849 6.86185 7.45756 6.80099 5.67777 4.90119 
417.2338 3.23201 3.56375 3.37535 2.90894 2.57884 
434.6185 -0.18909 -0.09243 0.09116 0.24037 0.28967 
 
Table B.10: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 5 (0.1 MHz – 1.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 












-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 0.26697 0.76316 1.80305 2.49279 2.88861 3.11658 
-399.849 0.536 1.56175 3.76085 5.16355 5.99281 6.4606 
-382.4643 0.83712 2.49344 5.90572 8.09696 9.38061 10.09696 
-365.0795 1.17445 3.5228 8.27617 11.31083 13.06403 14.05667 
-347.6948 1.53351 4.65749 10.87681 14.80884 17.06907 18.35606 
-330.3101 1.99605 5.95687 13.79156 18.66094 21.47927 23.06213 
-312.9253 2.46065 7.39031 16.94575 22.86223 26.22009 28.13512 
-295.5406 3.00804 8.98941 20.48102 27.51396 31.48462 33.72453 
-278.1558 3.65476 10.81449 24.42817 32.6818 37.29436 39.88147 
-260.7711 4.40289 12.86841 28.77028 38.28659 43.57828 46.55316 
-243.3864 5.23794 15.25557 33.70364 44.64007 50.67701 54.07217 
-226.0016 6.22096 18.02191 39.37994 51.88095 58.76713 62.60392 
-208.6169 7.33022 21.09754 45.5428 59.01994 66.68717 70.96857 
-191.2321 8.70541 24.76971 52.78888 68.32341 77.60688 82.40665 
-173.8474 10.28239 28.88619 60.71552 78.67935 88.42054 93.86693 
-165.155 11.19194 31.27909 65.27627 84.36698 94.7995 99.60755 
-156.4627 12.22773 33.93914 70.26892 90.54311 101.50408 107.61199
-147.7703 13.33906 36.72942 75.53872 97.02976 108.68434 115.13392
-139.0779 14.55904 39.85101 81.19346 104.07057 116.43283 123.26862
-130.3856 15.91147 43.23017 87.47257 111.74348 124.88358 132.16728
-121.6932 17.70884 47.52763 95.17826 121.1973 135.22856 142.96957
-113.0008 19.47207 51.72741 102.65376 130.3455 145.33195 153.55616
-104.3084 21.20632 55.90612 110.11848 139.50844 156.82338 165.39298
-95.6161 23.36896 60.9562 119.0683 150.52531 167.58602 176.89096
-86.9237 25.77995 66.4841 128.71023 162.38417 180.69557 190.69297
-78.2313 28.51895 72.76653 139.69559 175.88401 195.5848 206.31735
-69.539 31.43076 79.26729 150.98737 189.74348 210.9177 222.45314
-60.8466 35.00274 87.16127 164.62572 206.56459 229.53937 241.9786 
-52.1542 39.03519 95.93906 179.7384 225.18748 250.29937 263.76285
-43.4619 43.43291 105.37373 195.86345 245.1482 272.53242 287.0675 
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-26.0771 54.82663 129.1859 236.63687 296.1884 329.76646 346.78939
-17.3847 61.72742 143.37764 260.81715 326.26204 363.1118 380.98218
-8.6924 70.05308 160.64787 290.48356 363.34949 404.25164 422.54026
0 79.38556 181.58243 311.13026 383.78091 424.36518 440.65083
8.6924 70.0924 160.60095 290.2372 362.98435 403.47834 421.92373
17.3847 61.35284 142.74087 259.6554 324.76097 361.78879 379.85215
26.0771 54.01745 127.74671 237.19503 292.00921 325.72841 343.35113
34.7695 48.48046 115.97181 214.01945 267.74962 298.01123 313.88159
43.4619 43.14628 104.70058 194.78332 243.91163 271.20191 285.71464
52.1542 38.34397 94.41465 177.14083 222.08837 246.97358 260.39957
60.8466 34.59608 86.23916 163.03054 204.68733 227.60113 240.00754
69.539 31.02203 78.33081 149.39372 187.89629 209.05148 220.55664
78.2313 28.00261 71.57535 137.62 173.38141 192.9828 203.71552
86.9237 25.32155 65.42793 126.89948 160.23075 178.4372 188.47731
95.6161 22.99231 60.04654 117.48697 148.64989 165.57225 174.95675
104.3084 20.78621 54.894 108.37163 137.45934 153.27101 162.03975
113.0008 18.99608 50.58697 100.68442 128.00614 142.857 151.07034
121.6932 17.28355 46.48773 93.31131 118.93157 132.85665 140.57423
130.3856 15.82144 42.86439 86.70501 110.82847 123.9007 131.18552
139.0779 14.49488 39.55704 80.64839 103.35686 115.64602 122.53691
147.7703 13.28422 36.45077 74.93976 96.30316 107.90955 114.39216
156.4627 12.11391 33.56187 69.56833 89.69991 100.63074 106.7253 
165.155 11.1371 31.0148 64.72427 83.68395 93.99719 99.76168 
173.8474 10.13131 28.45721 59.8702 77.63608 87.32412 92.74109 
191.2321 8.59366 24.33594 51.87734 67.6459 76.27537 81.12542 
208.6169 7.20398 20.64462 44.64205 58.52286 66.15847 70.44711 
226.0016 5.45421 16.9801 37.89947 50.15219 56.90241 60.70491 
243.3864 4.46394 14.33058 32.46106 43.21694 49.19044 52.53126 
260.7711 3.65062 11.98269 27.5839 36.94876 42.17924 45.12701 
278.1558 2.9294 9.87322 23.12169 31.15925 35.67123 38.2325 
295.5406 2.2775 8.06155 19.20225 26.05707 29.91352 32.12959 
312.9253 1.69597 6.41937 15.63003 21.35011 24.59347 26.46227 
330.3101 1.26137 5.01274 12.51511 17.21141 19.90316 21.44877 
347.6948 0.82263 3.75452 9.65656 13.40166 15.54148 16.79127 
365.0795 0.44391 2.65527 7.11905 9.96932 11.64398 12.59659 
382.4643 0.10451 1.6192 4.73089 6.7401 7.93556 8.60841 
399.849 -0.1904 0.71816 2.61758 3.86069 4.58977 5.0244 
417.2338 -0.47495 -0.09863 0.66132 1.16355 1.49257 1.66698 
434.6185 -0.70364 -0.8187 -1.05781 -1.21755 -1.294 -1.34406 
 
Table B.11: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 5 (10.0 MHz – 50.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 
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 MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz 
-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 2.16244 1.75086 1.43727 1.28989 1.17263 
-399.849 4.7676 3.6487 2.84922 2.55978 2.38394 
-382.4643 7.48013 5.36919 4.38193 3.93759 3.6321 
-365.0795 10.35047 7.29984 5.96985 5.36724 5.005 
-347.6948 13.34139 9.33366 7.6455 6.88827 6.42028 
-330.3101 16.57674 11.44948 9.41208 8.49759 7.90324 
-312.9253 19.85834 13.61181 11.17909 10.0546 9.33881 
-295.5406 23.34264 15.86412 13.08332 11.77508 10.89528 
-278.1558 26.84692 18.20628 15.02737 13.50104 12.49747 
-260.7711 30.63343 20.69005 17.12816 15.38536 14.19981 
-243.3864 34.69394 23.38117 19.32625 17.33255 15.96562 
-226.0016 38.93665 26.13552 21.61556 19.37826 17.80233 
-208.6169 43.31874 28.93569 23.95267 21.4163 19.59548 
-191.2321 47.98626 31.95905 26.40903 23.52572 21.43544 
-173.8474 52.81409 35.03271 28.96201 25.67605 23.27926 
-165.155 55.46112 36.63173 30.28149 26.81103 24.25743 
-156.4627 57.84762 38.265 31.53029 27.85471 25.19554 
-147.7703 60.42953 39.9066 32.93279 29.02843 26.11768 
-139.0779 62.93172 41.50937 34.2126 30.07446 26.96485 
-130.3856 65.75825 43.33515 35.64323 31.23341 27.93142 
-121.6932 68.55488 45.03848 36.89725 32.22262 28.72325 
-113.0008 71.34268 46.98978 38.37875 33.40589 29.64421 
-104.3084 74.10046 48.79295 39.78732 34.50372 30.52482 
-95.6161 77.08919 50.67198 41.27116 35.68463 31.43692 
-86.9237 80.13401 52.68272 42.78679 36.78924 32.23742 
-78.2313 83.33176 54.79837 44.24065 37.88891 33.05833 
-69.539 86.16925 56.64292 45.7333 38.98787 33.79432 
-60.8466 89.46715 58.64385 47.11441 39.93112 34.52251 
-52.1542 93.01048 60.80438 48.57647 40.9061 35.14458 
-43.4619 96.04089 62.50656 49.63648 41.59822 35.36544 
-34.7695 99.03275 64.17478 50.60037 42.06322 35.66534 
-26.0771 102.12803 65.81475 51.39351 42.26486 35.44368 
-17.3847 104.31917 66.62757 51.50426 42.01816 35.05305 
-8.6924 106.52849 67.22352 51.49194 41.74509 34.65369 
0 106.76496 67.38702 51.55772 41.74326 34.60038 
8.6924 106.87614 67.52487 51.60219 41.67461 34.47486 
17.3847 104.36856 66.86223 51.67672 42.10777 35.1124 
26.0771 101.99911 65.87593 51.45272 42.39747 35.75596 
34.7695 99.18248 64.41746 50.70217 42.04367 35.59588 
43.4619 96.33828 62.77471 49.73676 41.53566 35.45455 
52.1542 93.15288 60.91215 48.5894 40.8766 35.12872 
60.8466 90.06801 59.01363 47.32544 40.0044 34.56057 
69.539 86.74391 57.04082 46.03472 39.21831 34.07781 
78.2313 83.54372 54.85827 44.40294 38.01954 33.19655 
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95.6161 77.42832 50.92699 41.45643 35.80284 31.51447 
104.3084 74.44015 49.01712 40.00058 34.64057 30.60735 
113.0008 71.53873 47.12529 38.62032 33.66012 29.86717 
121.6932 68.58747 45.31013 37.13069 32.51492 28.91544 
130.3856 66.0013 43.59916 35.79359 31.3219 27.98484 
139.0779 63.32111 41.94797 34.46163 30.21705 27.07743 
147.7703 60.75098 40.29519 33.1083 29.09363 26.06445 
156.4627 58.21664 38.66921 31.77912 28.00285 25.19626 
165.155 55.46877 36.7433 30.07672 26.48335 23.85886 
173.8474 52.79372 35.01872 28.70605 25.28485 22.84291 
191.2321 48.06742 32.01238 26.21715 23.20917 21.06298 
208.6169 43.17792 28.89964 23.66247 20.96383 19.11802 
226.0016 38.24103 25.50266 20.82409 18.47283 16.89477 
243.3864 34.13295 22.81969 18.57868 16.48891 15.11261 
260.7711 30.1991 20.28054 16.45331 14.59343 13.41734 
278.1558 26.23453 17.72868 14.32175 12.72057 11.72001 
295.5406 22.64564 15.35759 12.36008 10.9607 10.11576 
312.9253 19.05286 12.98484 10.36738 9.17906 8.5087 
330.3101 15.80378 10.84214 8.62377 7.60682 7.03961 
347.6948 12.59225 8.75691 6.89651 6.05455 5.60057 
365.0795 9.59481 6.71985 5.22743 4.54942 4.19869 
382.4643 6.62237 4.72737 3.58638 3.0554 2.81524 
399.849 3.91969 2.86242 2.09419 1.71811 1.55672 
417.2338 1.30443 1.05793 0.61493 0.38112 0.32182 
434.6185 -1.10939 -0.64263 -0.77112 -0.84995 -0.82441 
   
Table B.12: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 6 (0.1 MHz – 1.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 












-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 0.01318 0.10967 0.39344 0.79628 1.16901 1.56405 
-399.849 0.07624 0.26487 0.86414 1.68232 2.52825 3.30954 
-382.4643 0.10447 0.39405 1.35705 2.67559 3.9849 5.19146 
-365.0795 0.15341 0.56413 1.95032 3.76361 5.60725 7.2914 
-347.6948 0.23718 0.76673 2.61641 5.03283 7.47045 9.68459 
-330.3101 0.26165 0.95911 3.35711 6.42091 9.53692 12.33306 
-312.9253 0.33506 1.21283 4.18839 8.00266 11.82815 15.25722 
-295.5406 0.41977 1.50465 5.15822 9.81215 14.46302 18.58996 
-278.1558 0.5233 1.84665 6.26571 11.84523 17.39781 22.30177 
-260.7711 0.63718 2.23699 7.57658 14.26814 20.82812 26.62611 
-243.3864 0.79248 2.70725 9.08816 17.01189 24.74783 31.48634 
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-208.6169 1.10589 3.87454 12.9515 23.93733 34.45581 43.51559 
-191.2321 1.31766 4.68123 15.46311 28.30438 40.51409 50.95116 
-173.8474 1.62543 5.63755 18.44099 33.47935 47.60024 59.58156 
-165.155 1.77037 6.20446 20.21279 36.5165 51.76233 64.59791 
-156.4627 1.95202 6.84665 22.16667 39.85537 56.28035 70.09951 
-147.7703 2.17037 7.53346 24.28395 43.42033 61.0699 75.84866 
-139.0779 2.41885 8.35316 26.70497 47.45823 66.49459 82.38546 
-130.3856 2.66732 9.29554 29.43062 51.99318 72.55977 89.62692 
-121.6932 3.00803 10.34572 32.55859 57.11911 79.36518 97.76152 
-113.0008 3.35438 11.52788 35.953 62.64982 86.67531 106.47983
-104.3084 3.77604 12.9368 39.9016 69.04164 95.05013 116.3979 
-95.6161 4.26828 14.57435 44.45856 76.30953 104.52569 127.63248
-86.9237 4.89134 16.5539 49.84769 84.82254 115.60057 140.67232
-78.2313 5.61605 18.89033 56.08586 94.56238 128.21496 155.5125 
-69.539 6.49418 21.63848 63.25213 105.64708 142.47317 172.2972 
-60.8466 7.59725 25.10874 72.06409 119.1871 159.85104 192.65445
-52.1542 9.00338 29.35316 82.5919 135.16832 180.32094 216.71578
-43.4619 10.81422 34.68401 95.50521 154.70451 205.29352 246.08179
-34.7695 13.21895 41.54926 111.68415 178.94024 236.36887 282.8039 
-26.0771 16.27215 50.13755 131.40315 208.60111 274.83642 328.83364
-17.3847 20.40678 61.02416 155.81765 245.45591 323.6747 388.81536
-8.6924 25.96542 74.66543 184.99694 289.88779 383.56716 464.574 
0 36.7147 95.02045 219.94014 337.48483 441.73909 528.99047
8.6924 24.90659 72.16729 179.91154 282.30488 373.67585 452.22617
17.3847 19.83736 59.52788 152.59732 240.77799 317.71077 381.70118
26.0771 15.85991 49.03717 129.07804 205.24146 270.79782 324.24839
34.7695 12.77659 40.45725 109.34927 175.60718 232.38856 278.32906
43.4619 10.52151 33.9461 93.96964 152.52514 202.78521 243.31095
52.1542 8.76714 28.7119 81.23485 133.28069 178.13864 214.35845
60.8466 7.38078 24.5316 70.82516 117.4707 157.82982 190.45325
69.539 6.241 21.10874 62.07625 104.00299 140.52099 170.09529
78.2313 5.38264 18.3448 54.85848 92.79694 126.04493 153.08415
86.9237 4.67863 16.10874 48.86453 83.41617 113.8463 138.71866
95.6161 4.04333 14.12361 43.49405 74.92062 102.85272 125.72383
104.3084 3.55768 12.54368 39.03568 67.76827 93.50066 114.64819
113.0008 3.13697 11.13662 35.08619 61.40969 85.12277 104.72169
121.6932 2.77556 9.95353 31.72109 55.88563 77.84485 96.009 
130.3856 2.45085 8.89498 28.66684 50.86526 71.20667 88.08327 
139.0779 2.17979 7.99814 25.95806 46.39681 65.19671 80.8854 
147.7703 1.93978 7.1803 23.61697 42.46031 59.89706 74.52231 
156.4627 1.72519 6.46933 21.4535 38.8006 54.96406 68.56781 
165.155 1.52754 5.85316 19.59111 35.62713 50.64932 63.35525 
173.8474 1.35531 5.27323 17.80065 32.58665 46.511 58.3178 
191.2321 1.09272 4.34108 14.86985 27.48483 39.49926 49.76335 
208.6169 0.85177 3.56041 12.39376 23.11778 33.44635 42.35522 
226.0016 0.65789 2.89777 10.33509 19.46056 28.33156 36.01744 
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260.7711 0.36612 1.90613 7.10854 13.66387 20.12089 25.8033 
278.1558 0.22212 1.5 5.80833 11.29914 16.73967 21.56968 
295.5406 0.12047 1.16822 4.72126 9.26357 13.81331 17.86279 
312.9253 -0.00188 0.85595 3.73633 7.46821 11.21986 14.5849 
330.3101 -0.08 0.60409 2.89883 5.89727 8.9179 11.65864 
347.6948 -0.13459 0.38848 2.17324 4.53329 6.92353 9.09596 
365.0795 -0.19953 0.21468 1.53468 3.32308 5.11326 6.77239 
382.4643 -0.25412 0.0316 0.97161 2.25002 3.5308 4.72872 
399.849 -0.28236 -0.11059 0.47515 1.28418 2.08949 2.85312 
417.2338 -0.32659 -0.25651 0.01421 0.40479 0.78164 1.14842 
434.6185 -0.33224 -0.35781 -0.39521 -0.37653 -0.38507 -0.37906 
 
Table B.13: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 6 (3.0 MHz – 50.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 












-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 3.10016 3.31107 3.1434 2.88926 2.6137 2.3369 
-399.849 6.54959 6.99503 6.61486 6.06832 5.45009 4.84838 
-382.4643 10.1961 10.8485 10.24299 9.33891 8.34928 7.39929 
-365.0795 14.22927 15.07854 14.17905 12.86346 11.43688 10.0881 
-347.6948 18.72098 19.78274 18.53002 16.70977 14.76354 12.94947 
-330.3101 23.64878 24.88521 23.23405 20.82005 18.26119 15.94066 
-312.9253 29.02114 30.4097 28.27354 25.14528 21.89075 19.00273 
-295.5406 35.11382 36.60528 33.86299 29.85805 25.78969 22.24897 
-278.1558 41.7265 43.30353 39.82854 34.78927 29.79356 25.54429 
-260.7711 49.37886 51.01543 46.56086 40.21881 34.14114 29.06256 
-243.3864 57.85984 59.49655 53.84205 45.93358 38.59839 32.64617 
-226.0016 67.29984 68.87689 61.68657 51.93325 43.20757 36.29604 
-208.6169 78.4065 79.83249 70.63873 58.52257 48.17412 40.2081 
-191.2321 90.83902 92.01647 80.11381 65.25425 53.1542 44.07455 
-173.8474 105.11805 105.85788 90.41173 72.23451 58.23634 47.97026 
-165.155 113.33268 113.72459 96.01961 75.93011 60.85715 49.93668 
-156.4627 122.28195 122.19265 101.85973 79.67602 63.50218 51.92698 
-147.7703 131.57821 130.93763 107.69593 83.35067 66.08941 53.86211 
-139.0779 142.06927 140.67467 113.86527 87.15411 68.71554 55.79032 
-130.3856 153.69886 151.23718 120.24561 90.99989 71.33252 57.70787 
-121.6932 166.65301 162.81378 126.88733 94.93961 73.98969 59.63876 
-113.0008 180.4452 174.92197 133.48 98.8211 76.64637 61.55379 
-104.3084 196.08715 188.17553 140.19827 102.66214 79.17187 63.34946 
-95.6161 213.61301 202.49337 147.09357 106.50935 81.72993 65.16235 
-86.9237 233.90959 218.27603 154.15202 110.45835 84.30857 66.98934 
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-69.539 281.95707 252.5406 167.58274 117.82786 89.09246 70.3319 
-60.8466 312.70569 271.1634 174.21553 121.54251 91.47163 71.92684 
-52.1542 348.78049 290.52347 180.86801 125.27796 93.7923 73.47147 
-43.4619 392.84325 310.09104 187.20044 128.69321 95.9176 74.81735 
-34.7695 447.51967 329.52766 193.75174 132.21367 98.02199 76.1134 
-26.0771 515.45659 347.26377 199.3673 134.97479 99.36326 76.65689 
-17.3847 608.68293 362.0886 203.76539 136.72045 99.63637 76.06875 
-8.6924 730.10862 365.98525 201.28099 132.44439 94.55314 70.64048 
0 831.34114 353.43344 189.07986 121.42115 84.33659 60.95384 
8.6924 717.31512 370.53356 205.0115 135.40965 97.25661 73.13302 
17.3847 599.60878 362.94905 204.9168 137.56468 100.42661 76.81038 
26.0771 509.93821 347.26172 200.13641 135.51879 99.85623 77.15847 
34.7695 440.88455 328.57404 194.19277 132.81399 98.55333 76.65659 
43.4619 388.61724 309.30854 187.80622 129.41775 96.61573 75.47781 
52.1542 345.22309 289.3264 181.12574 125.66644 94.29868 73.95986 
60.8466 309.32 269.65821 174.53302 122.05808 92.03309 72.5471 
69.539 278.64423 250.53166 167.61575 118.26052 89.57017 70.86906 
78.2313 252.78276 232.77643 160.8346 114.55306 87.19287 69.24028 
86.9237 230.80455 216.38638 153.98409 110.80838 84.75494 67.52587 
95.6161 210.66439 200.55417 146.80044 106.77418 82.13171 65.68886 
104.3084 193.35285 186.29797 139.86974 102.78056 79.45356 63.75942 
113.0008 177.68228 172.89737 132.99475 98.8334 76.81017 61.82856 
121.6932 163.93561 160.82329 126.33863 94.97361 74.20147 59.93398 
130.3856 151.3174 149.45539 119.73373 91.01954 71.53229 58.00559 
139.0779 139.83024 138.87269 113.29238 87.1204 68.8477 56.03866 
147.7703 129.59642 129.25376 107.20209 83.38058 66.26287 54.14227 
156.4627 119.96715 120.14992 101.08659 79.52221 63.57518 52.14054 
165.155 111.50797 112.09945 95.46943 75.89374 60.99717 50.19956 
173.8474 103.29886 104.22172 89.78921 72.07436 58.27834 48.15085 
191.2321 89.15642 90.46701 79.45232 65.01496 53.13144 44.22115 
208.6169 76.75252 78.26931 69.81221 58.14037 48.02417 40.26152 
226.0016 66.02114 67.662 61.08238 51.66854 43.12006 36.40555 
243.3864 56.50309 58.20544 53.08273 45.53153 38.40171 32.64294 
260.7711 48.25301 49.91692 45.88924 39.82861 33.90069 29.00041 
278.1558 40.75252 42.36351 39.21035 34.42138 29.57669 25.47636 
295.5406 34.13203 35.67077 33.21345 29.44529 25.50356 22.10761 
312.9253 28.18569 29.58768 27.70077 24.78074 21.63705 18.88055 
330.3101 22.79902 24.06233 22.64022 20.38875 17.9434 15.74794 
347.6948 18.0426 19.12342 18.07613 16.40313 14.52825 12.83063 
365.0795 13.64 14.53733 13.81314 12.61281 11.23816 9.99197 
382.4643 9.7226 10.42216 9.96864 9.15077 8.18897 7.33441 
399.849 6.06894 6.55952 6.33488 5.85685 5.26018 4.76203 
417.2338 2.70862 2.98427 2.95281 2.75743 2.4841 2.28719 
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Table B.14: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 7 (0.1 MHz – 1.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 












-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 0.05098 0.14257 0.43946 0.8318 1.25262 1.5869 
-399.849 0.09084 0.28787 0.92408 1.75477 2.59836 3.30631 
-382.4643 0.12699 0.41947 1.43736 2.7802 4.07491 5.23292 
-365.0795 0.17426 0.60956 2.05138 3.89841 5.72955 7.32367 
-347.6948 0.23822 0.81975 2.73662 5.16104 7.55195 9.65457 
-330.3101 0.30404 1.04 3.50263 6.57453 9.62044 12.25926 
-312.9253 0.35965 1.2968 4.35983 8.17762 11.91433 15.13841 
-295.5406 0.47737 1.61026 5.37076 10.00339 14.54521 18.43059 
-278.1558 0.56729 1.95663 6.49633 12.03892 17.41775 22.02886 
-260.7711 0.70355 2.36513 7.77562 14.37458 20.7226 26.10205 
-243.3864 0.81849 2.81933 9.29548 17.087 24.52186 30.80219 
-226.0016 0.99182 3.37955 11.10802 20.27786 28.95814 36.24029 
-208.6169 1.18092 4.04211 13.19762 23.96085 34.01593 42.42979 
-191.2321 1.42007 4.86644 15.71364 28.3151 39.99823 49.68013 
-173.8474 1.69259 5.83241 18.73165 33.49227 47.00774 58.12923 
-165.155 1.87149 6.39171 20.46082 36.41124 50.94593 62.84215 
-156.4627 2.06151 7.05793 22.43925 39.72876 55.38813 68.18472 
-147.7703 2.27471 7.76802 24.58529 43.30929 60.17249 73.8993 
-139.0779 2.51942 8.57772 26.93109 47.19076 65.31452 80.00673 
-130.3856 2.79843 9.55466 29.79104 51.87821 71.52443 87.37076 
-121.6932 3.10154 10.56176 32.68833 56.606 77.71217 94.70115 
-113.0008 3.48714 11.8147 36.28042 62.38907 85.28334 103.66486
-104.3084 3.91446 13.25955 40.31804 68.8329 93.68885 113.56295
-95.6161 4.42706 14.90089 44.80641 75.93668 102.93092 124.43039
-86.9237 5.00825 16.81639 50.00695 84.11108 113.46552 136.77239
-78.2313 5.75351 19.1733 56.27052 93.7974 125.9548 151.42444
-69.539 6.63688 21.96613 63.48769 104.94804 140.22289 168.14167
-60.8466 7.71306 25.25246 71.80959 117.64288 156.45304 187.14204
-52.1542 9.11737 29.44902 82.21414 133.40433 175.31999 209.31553
-43.4619 10.73673 34.28987 93.87886 150.95282 198.99642 237.07982
-34.7695 12.78897 40.21184 107.85552 171.80511 225.66068 268.49416
-26.0771 15.60131 48.13065 126.06521 198.91083 260.2087 309.39558
-17.3847 19.28959 58.15048 148.48014 232.43296 304.02391 362.04635
-8.6924 23.91038 70.28504 175.44163 271.74783 356.27199 426.40073
0 29.06694 83.3609 204.57696 318.85629 421.68332 511.29864
8.6924 23.29582 68.66472 171.8122 267.62594 350.47001 419.10935
17.3847 18.59346 56.15821 144.35045 226.31587 296.02043 352.4503 
26.0771 15.14062 46.89508 123.38591 195.05276 255.57658 303.99785
34.7695 12.3737 39.06583 105.36381 168.23507 221.217 263.33322
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52.1542 8.67893 28.36698 79.69898 129.69955 171.98705 205.40917
60.8466 7.33579 24.25358 69.50548 114.20515 152.12687 182.09546
69.539 6.33285 21.16557 61.61696 102.14203 136.67637 164.00727
78.2313 5.41054 18.31608 54.17137 90.66947 121.95823 146.76466
86.9237 4.72461 16.12915 48.38026 81.66408 110.32546 133.14318
95.6161 4.1258 14.17161 43.08593 73.29122 99.56251 120.49914
104.3084 3.61043 12.54033 38.51852 66.0761 90.16746 109.47092
113.0008 3.21184 11.16401 34.70237 59.93158 82.13072 99.9556 
121.6932 2.85775 10.01892 31.4212 54.64066 75.20988 91.79039 
130.3856 2.53981 8.98074 28.42751 49.74425 68.74501 84.13037 
139.0779 2.26266 8.0824 25.78034 45.40049 63.01103 77.29373 
147.7703 1.98921 7.25716 23.39372 41.43673 57.74779 71.02755 
156.4627 1.7927 6.52788 21.2251 37.80214 52.89249 65.22418 
165.155 1.5999 5.93111 19.4056 34.76216 48.78728 60.33299 
173.8474 1.43675 5.38918 17.66949 31.81415 44.8114 55.52588 
191.2321 1.18926 4.41498 14.78088 26.82577 38.0635 47.37816 
208.6169 0.94362 3.66194 12.37602 22.67483 32.34429 40.43389 
226.0016 0.76658 3.03592 10.31335 19.06606 27.35375 34.33453 
243.3864 0.62105 2.49765 8.61805 16.05593 23.14139 29.15408 
260.7711 0.48108 2.04527 7.1477 13.40159 19.41456 24.573 
278.1558 0.38839 1.66236 5.91704 11.15629 16.23903 20.60274 
295.5406 0.25305 1.33062 4.82969 9.17724 13.45887 17.12623 
312.9253 0.18075 1.05005 3.89085 7.47814 10.98392 14.01635 
330.3101 0.13811 0.80513 3.06578 5.93394 8.77723 11.25425 
347.6948 0.03986 0.57392 2.31627 4.5511 6.76934 8.70203 
365.0795 0.01761 0.38931 1.66751 3.3393 5.01271 6.46531 
382.4643 -0.04635 0.22756 1.10385 2.25417 3.40536 4.42972 
399.849 -0.09269 0.07128 0.58015 1.2828 1.98572 2.61411 
417.2338 -0.12884 -0.04387 0.13722 0.40824 0.69024 0.9485 
434.6185 -0.14831 -0.17821 -0.27184 -0.36144 -0.46336 -0.56507 
 
Table B.15: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 7 (3.0 MHz – 50.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 












-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 3.00992 3.14831 2.96403 2.71369 2.44639 2.18682 
-399.849 6.20575 6.46243 6.07539 5.53045 4.97793 4.41121 
-382.4643 9.77728 10.14712 9.50583 8.61711 7.7182 6.80845 
-365.0795 13.58323 14.06593 13.10314 11.83569 10.53759 9.25531 
-347.6948 17.75976 18.31615 17.03134 15.29552 13.55031 11.86498 
-330.3101 22.39125 23.01595 21.33287 19.05466 16.79784 14.60461 
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-295.5406 33.13327 33.78863 30.99017 27.34264 23.79519 20.45438 
-278.1558 38.72529 39.52671 36.39336 31.90041 27.55123 23.5625 
-260.7711 46.17086 46.75485 42.3841 36.75186 31.50144 26.78314 
-243.3864 53.99094 54.43875 48.97349 42.09359 35.77744 30.21472 
-226.0016 62.95232 63.22846 56.39148 47.99342 40.43865 33.90091 
-208.6169 72.99444 72.95097 64.47631 54.26774 45.31293 37.70938 
-191.2321 84.59545 84.23386 73.48253 61.14651 50.49209 41.65825 
-173.8474 97.93041 96.72923 83.4049 68.36131 55.83099 45.72258 
-165.155 105.33682 103.73003 88.70216 72.03859 58.50971 47.71613 
-156.4627 113.54828 111.40015 94.33395 76.00435 61.33315 49.79592 
-147.7703 122.3343 119.62732 100.37212 80.07515 64.22215 51.90826 
-139.0779 131.68706 128.22095 106.29769 84.10153 66.99862 53.90175 
-130.3856 142.98769 138.6022 113.18949 88.55286 70.07621 56.1313 
-121.6932 154.23137 148.69787 119.8511 92.80822 72.91577 58.12576 
-113.0008 167.83117 160.74057 127.4081 97.50361 76.03556 60.29555 
-104.3084 182.8597 173.65925 135.21123 102.22449 79.12162 62.48118 
-95.6161 199.36035 187.69281 143.14587 106.74735 82.06392 64.51958 
-86.9237 218.04237 202.81251 151.04906 111.26871 84.85905 66.37854 
-78.2313 240.20283 220.11525 159.87396 116.10987 87.80906 68.32056 
-69.539 265.49644 239.13657 168.59615 120.6386 90.50336 70.07453 
-60.8466 294.51284 259.27099 176.9172 124.83318 92.93539 71.53228 
-52.1542 329.11582 282.64133 185.76672 128.99684 95.21636 72.79112 
-43.4619 372.55214 306.37304 194.54958 133.29377 97.42268 74.08826 
-34.7695 423.81275 331.89265 202.8799 137.22625 99.53723 75.26757 
-26.0771 492.75449 361.20842 212.7344 141.63713 101.88608 76.54859 
-17.3847 585.13145 391.5477 220.7763 144.72498 103.05699 76.89494 
-8.6924 710.69261 421.21975 228.72052 148.0611 104.77103 77.76707 
0 867.97308 433.83278 226.05752 143.97418 100.7806 74.20611 
8.6924 697.98856 415.15216 223.35195 143.65269 100.98142 74.61838 
17.3847 571.53648 388.66887 218.46335 142.7466 101.24625 75.43454 
26.0771 485.41316 360.28511 211.93075 140.86419 101.01217 75.85742 
34.7695 415.94266 330.8256 203.50916 137.4631 99.60689 75.30292 
43.4619 365.44281 305.04659 195.61593 134.18077 98.17011 74.66049 
52.1542 322.66633 280.60371 187.32494 130.70734 96.51742 73.97636 
60.8466 286.73102 256.6162 178.10468 126.27397 94.18754 72.67231 
69.539 259.23947 236.94234 169.45766 121.73954 91.59363 71.08507 
78.2313 233.14924 216.93217 160.06269 116.99298 88.84723 69.34624 
86.9237 212.6215 200.36917 151.77642 112.50779 86.18372 67.62648 
95.6161 193.50079 184.15006 142.8108 107.39716 83.02938 65.51312 
104.3084 176.79767 169.79028 134.60368 102.64967 79.96273 63.44721 
113.0008 162.34491 157.03531 126.62468 97.85668 76.87949 61.26547 
121.6932 149.89816 145.80017 119.349 93.2221 73.72894 59.07891 
130.3856 138.23749 135.16852 112.2655 88.64795 70.60323 56.80841 
139.0779 127.79224 125.42383 105.63719 84.34979 67.65995 54.73451 
147.7703 118.14391 116.3121 99.17094 79.9246 64.59512 52.52062 
156.4627 109.18856 107.83852 92.89437 75.58491 61.54233 50.28139 
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173.8474 94.06843 93.54226 81.87881 67.78859 55.88708 46.06471 
191.2321 81.2062 81.26444 71.95935 60.49288 50.43694 41.97206 
208.6169 70.06948 70.43832 63.17189 53.80441 45.36369 38.03552 
226.0016 60.19126 60.85334 55.11707 47.47696 40.44373 34.15989 
243.3864 51.57637 52.37277 47.77167 41.65263 35.78077 30.45705 
260.7711 43.88886 44.79375 41.15596 36.29559 31.43623 26.93739 
278.1558 37.17573 38.06932 35.27693 31.35803 27.37892 23.60549 
295.5406 31.21042 32.09891 29.94161 26.78403 23.55406 20.43414 
312.9253 25.76845 26.61214 24.99324 22.46875 19.93058 17.39298 
330.3101 20.88357 21.63087 20.45865 18.51298 16.54833 14.55028 
347.6948 16.30662 17.02277 16.19804 14.75476 13.2882 11.75194 
365.0795 12.29941 12.90998 12.37859 11.38155 10.31746 9.17744 
382.4643 8.5477 9.0514 8.78419 8.15267 7.45944 6.67383 
399.849 5.14188 5.52303 5.45343 5.15694 4.78549 4.32185 
417.2338 2.0018 2.24297 2.35806 2.32294 2.22325 2.05063 
434.6185 -0.85146 -0.75502 -0.47372 -0.28667 -0.14585 -0.03841 
 
Table B.16: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 8 (0.1 MHz – 1.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 












-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 0.0133 0.05748 0.28463 0.54115 0.78904 1.00952 
-399.849 0.02411 0.14616 0.58734 1.11254 1.65174 2.17946 
-382.4643 0.06234 0.23566 0.9042 1.73774 2.58809 3.41081 
-365.0795 0.09227 0.34404 1.27846 2.43667 3.62811 4.76185 
-347.6948 0.12302 0.46557 1.67159 3.19384 4.76018 6.23696 
-330.3101 0.16126 0.58709 2.10404 4.01221 6.0082 7.80983 
-312.9253 0.20033 0.72914 2.5868 4.94485 7.37146 9.51053 
-295.5406 0.23441 0.87776 3.13876 5.98366 8.87931 11.53458 
-278.1558 0.27764 1.06169 3.73946 7.11832 10.53651 13.63132 
-260.7711 0.34746 1.28667 4.4471 8.42254 12.41399 16.03825 
-243.3864 0.41812 1.5133 5.22629 9.85948 14.50151 18.67829 
-226.0016 0.50374 1.78344 6.11005 11.49916 16.86933 21.6517 
-208.6169 0.5985 2.0971 7.14241 13.35781 19.52289 24.98167 
-191.2321 0.70989 2.47892 8.33753 15.50105 22.56859 28.76658 
-173.8474 0.8246 2.91246 9.70877 17.98785 26.05212 33.07537 
-165.155 0.9152 3.15058 10.46987 19.30977 27.90709 35.38454 
-156.4627 0.99168 3.44125 11.32375 20.83296 30.03076 37.96379 
-147.7703 1.11221 3.73603 12.26569 22.47338 32.27377 40.74295 
-139.0779 1.18536 4.05462 13.26346 24.21776 34.70501 43.65933 
-130.3856 1.30007 4.40113 14.33356 26.05356 37.23241 46.76058 
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-113.0008 1.57023 5.24933 16.87005 30.39459 43.09739 53.89113 
-104.3084 1.73149 5.73542 18.24129 32.69412 46.20447 57.52502 
-95.6161 1.88278 6.27571 19.83426 35.35197 49.77324 61.81814 
-86.9237 2.06815 6.86855 21.54202 38.23321 53.60049 66.48849 
-78.2313 2.28676 7.55335 23.53205 41.517 57.97876 71.6658 
-69.539 2.54861 8.31616 25.68483 45.01239 62.60119 77.16332 
-60.8466 2.86033 9.23826 28.20481 49.10496 67.9315 83.43286 
-52.1542 3.18617 10.22441 30.88675 53.34646 73.38116 89.81896 
-43.4619 3.59847 11.43718 34.06167 58.3525 79.88243 97.1726 
-34.7695 4.05566 12.73289 37.45518 63.60553 86.60397 105.12655
-26.0771 4.57935 14.25768 41.30001 69.46828 93.97407 113.46714
-17.3847 5.3175 16.20863 46.08913 76.67507 102.85884 122.90749
-8.6924 6.40144 19.11206 52.83526 86.36866 103.18005 123.36368
0 7.37982 21.7281 59.13008 95.80495 126.34332 149.9107 
8.6924 6.14874 18.57259 52.03878 85.72355 114.40331 136.97182
17.3847 5.19115 16.0559 46.00972 76.80336 103.36691 124.54866
26.0771 4.52282 14.10249 41.1058 69.37391 94.02522 113.77608
34.7695 3.96007 12.51858 37.05891 63.12557 86.07885 104.16716
43.4619 3.47961 11.14158 33.46569 57.54298 78.97677 96.5046 
52.1542 3.07146 9.94113 30.27268 52.51113 72.51369 88.84078 
60.8466 2.70821 8.89668 27.46179 48.01528 66.60711 81.9778 
69.539 2.42392 8.02384 25.03224 44.06795 61.4657 75.88372 
78.2313 2.1546 7.2167 22.74657 40.31452 56.49001 69.99329 
86.9237 1.90771 6.52943 20.80922 37.08676 52.20039 64.85985 
95.6161 1.7157 5.94481 19.11325 34.28367 48.40384 60.27096 
104.3084 1.55277 5.39549 17.54151 31.61034 44.8412 56.04991 
113.0008 1.38985 4.92089 16.14275 29.27173 41.68571 52.24181 
121.6932 1.25851 4.48242 14.8407 27.05034 38.64342 48.48572 
130.3856 1.12717 4.08993 13.66288 25.00664 35.86982 45.17455 
139.0779 1.01828 3.75492 12.61008 23.19812 33.35607 42.1109 
147.7703 0.92352 3.4273 11.65634 21.51494 31.0278 39.24089 
156.4627 0.81047 3.14401 10.73956 19.89074 28.8148 36.53756 
165.155 0.72402 2.8788 9.90298 18.4479 26.77024 34.03977 
173.8474 0.65336 2.63411 9.17175 17.13483 24.948 31.7707 
191.2321 0.53366 2.21534 7.80601 14.71217 21.55177 27.54087 
208.6169 0.42144 1.84174 6.64785 12.63013 18.58108 23.84056 
226.0016 0.32003 1.53957 5.66738 10.83341 15.99913 20.6121 
243.3864 0.25104 1.27107 4.81428 9.27482 13.74452 17.78157 
260.7711 0.1729 1.03706 4.04296 7.84674 11.68768 15.16346 
278.1558 0.10889 0.8326 3.37228 6.59707 9.86204 12.85178 
295.5406 0.05902 0.64867 2.78258 5.48822 8.24507 10.77885 
312.9253 -0.01164 0.47953 2.24163 4.46342 6.7686 8.89141 
330.3101 -0.04489 0.35882 1.77302 3.6045 5.45989 7.21138 
347.6948 -0.07149 0.20856 1.33979 2.78024 4.25416 5.64604 
365.0795 -0.12219 0.11331 0.97654 2.05771 3.1855 4.24236 
382.4643 -0.14048 0.00657 0.61643 1.38533 2.19255 2.96151 
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417.2338 -0.20366 -0.16668 0.01966 0.21381 0.4351 0.65108 
434.6185 -0.20116 -0.22006 -0.22251 -0.2809 -0.32803 -0.34904 
 
Table B.17: MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) for Sample 8 (10.0 MHz – 50.0 MHz) 
MI Ratio, Z
Z∆  (%) HBext B 










-434.6185 0 0 0 0 0 
-417.2338 2.17991 2.12297 1.80669 1.57091 1.35126 
-399.849 4.62575 4.21396 3.69436 3.19744 2.74146 
-382.4643 7.18392 6.51422 5.68224 4.90211 4.17729 
-365.0795 9.90981 8.94995 7.77058 6.67325 5.66518 
-347.6948 12.85599 11.54801 9.97098 8.51426 7.20805 
-330.3101 15.96043 14.26474 12.24611 10.41095 8.77732 
-312.9253 19.35848 17.19321 14.6668 12.40905 10.42563 
-295.5406 22.98774 20.28491 17.19911 14.46812 12.10813 
-278.1558 26.84186 23.52272 19.80353 16.57166 13.81732 
-260.7711 31.11909 27.04026 22.60501 18.81758 15.63115 
-243.3864 35.6957 30.75137 25.50785 21.11628 17.46539 
-226.0016 40.69668 34.72421 28.57268 23.51325 19.37734 
-208.6169 46.10331 38.93569 31.77932 25.99105 21.33409 
-191.2321 52.01497 43.42018 35.13542 28.55262 23.35196 
-173.8474 58.54964 48.23433 38.66089 31.22947 25.43806 
-165.155 61.90996 50.66721 40.42133 32.56641 26.4826 
-156.4627 65.63956 53.3209 42.32805 33.99939 27.59598 
-147.7703 69.49612 56.02804 44.25496 35.43282 28.70516 
-139.0779 73.49242 58.79681 46.21966 36.89152 29.83477 
-130.3856 77.60027 61.58428 48.16665 38.31689 30.94906 
-121.6932 81.96341 64.48109 50.17862 39.80555 32.09653 
-113.0008 86.55416 67.50906 52.27589 41.33546 33.28218 
-104.3084 90.98195 70.39228 54.26737 42.80431 34.40878 
-95.6161 96.06406 73.61939 56.44373 44.37141 35.62079 
-86.9237 101.17192 76.82739 58.61743 45.97189 36.85475 
-78.2313 106.57582 80.12424 60.84685 47.56725 38.0974 
-69.539 112.04409 83.43321 63.04066 49.1572 39.31011 
-60.8466 117.9695 86.92789 65.38147 50.83809 40.61615 
-52.1542 123.54025 90.25872 67.61411 52.46449 41.88504 
-43.4619 129.47355 93.79354 69.94908 54.16305 43.19025 
-34.7695 135.04743 97.05152 72.12028 55.68869 44.37973 
-26.0771 140.85445 100.48984 74.38133 57.33903 45.66826 
-17.3847 145.92067 103.5266 76.45443 58.85875 46.84813 
-8.6924 150.15714 106.69636 78.863 60.82802 48.52552 
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8.6924 156.27475 108.42155 78.91591 60.33385 47.88443 
17.3847 149.79966 104.73709 76.61919 58.72951 46.73122 
26.0771 142.62081 100.81272 74.16938 57.08828 45.4815 
34.7695 136.50681 97.02982 71.78959 55.42432 44.23933 
43.4619 129.59915 93.49036 69.52063 53.83202 43.05343 
52.1542 123.13215 89.74586 67.12661 52.15625 41.7671 
60.8466 116.75038 86.03364 64.69933 50.40625 40.40009 
69.539 110.81093 82.51483 62.41807 48.79141 39.1953 
78.2313 104.81483 78.88136 60.00901 47.08543 37.88619 
86.9237 99.25509 75.49781 57.75471 45.4512 36.62607 
95.6161 94.10862 72.23662 55.55074 43.87131 35.40946 
104.3084 89.03519 69.02488 53.36636 42.30317 34.20438 
113.0008 84.39667 66.02046 51.29958 40.78695 33.05826 
121.6932 79.75142 62.96021 49.20833 39.243 31.86663 
130.3856 75.40066 60.05028 47.17984 37.74479 30.70348 
139.0779 71.30577 57.26961 45.22745 36.30475 29.59327 
147.7703 67.4143 54.57042 43.30489 34.87632 28.47763 
156.4627 63.56964 51.85664 41.36583 33.432 27.34713 
165.155 59.93697 49.25536 39.49085 32.0179 26.24076 
173.8474 56.61566 46.84555 37.73094 30.67711 25.19765 
191.2321 50.17226 42.07084 34.20997 27.98374 23.07583 
208.6169 44.34612 37.60301 30.85263 25.39845 21.01815 
226.0016 39.05211 33.46062 27.67943 22.92613 19.04865 
243.3864 34.27239 29.64396 24.71732 20.5983 17.18258 
260.7711 29.73274 25.9407 21.80046 18.26917 15.30124 
278.1558 25.59193 22.53882 19.07105 16.06985 13.5193 
295.5406 21.81114 19.34631 16.48114 13.96816 11.79615 
312.9253 18.26623 16.32203 13.99546 11.93554 10.12116 
330.3101 15.03473 13.52787 11.6756 10.00906 8.534 
347.6948 11.98051 10.85059 9.41489 8.12698 6.95595 
365.0795 9.15545 8.34966 7.29641 6.34034 5.45803 
382.4643 6.52083 5.9922 5.27793 4.61806 4.00034 
399.849 4.06953 3.78317 3.35791 2.9635 2.59199 
417.2338 1.70132 1.63344 1.47824 1.34407 1.20712 
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APPENDIX C Magneto-Impedance Ratio Graphs 
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Figure C. 1: Graph of MI Ratio (%) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 1 
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Figure C. 3: Graph of MI Ratio (%) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 3 
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Figure C. 5: Graph of MI Ratio (%) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 5 
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Figure C. 7: Graph of MI Ratio (%) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 7 
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APPENDIX D Input and Output Voltage Waveforms 
D.1 Sample 1 
Varying the driving frequency, fDR 
Experimental Conditions: N = 100 turns, fMI = 1.0 MHz, fCR = 1.0 MHz with 
Capacitor = 0.033 µF, Input Voltage, VI = 1.4 V 
 
(a) f DR = 10.0 MHz 
 
(b) fDR = 2.0 MHz 
 
(c) fDR = 1.0 MHz 
 
(d) fDR = 0.8 MHz 
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D.2 Sample 2 
Varying the driving frequency, fDR 
Experimental Conditions: N = 100 turns, fMI = 1.0 MHz, fCR = 1.0 MHz with 
Capacitor = 0.033 µF, Input Voltage, VI = 2.0 V 
 
(a) f DR = 10.0 MHz 
 
(b) fDR = 2.0 MHz 
 
(c) fDR = 1.0 MHz 
 
(d) fDR = 0.8 MHz 
Figure D.2 Input and output voltage signals waveforms for Sample 2 for 
varying fDR 
 
D.3 Sample 3 
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Experimental Conditions: N = 100 turns, fMI = 10.0 MHz, fCR = 10.0 MHz with 
Capacitor = 1800 pF, Input Voltage, VI = 6.4 V 
 
(a) f DR = 11.0 MHz 
 
(b) fDR = 10.0 MHz 
 
(c) fDR = 9.8 MHz 
 
(d) fDR = 9.6 MHz 
 
(e) fDR = 9.4 MHz 
 








(g) fDR = 8.0 MHz 
Figure D.3 Input and output voltage signals waveforms for Sample 3 for 
varying fDR 
 
Varying the resonant frequency of the LC circuit, fCR 
Experimental Conditions: N = 100 turns, fDR = 10.0 MHz, fMI = 10.0 MHz,  
Input Voltage, VI = 6.4 V 
 
(a) fCR = 0 Hz  
with Capacitor = 0 F 
 
(b fCR = 4.0 MHz  
with Capacitor = 0.01 µF 
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D.4 Sample 4 
Varying the driving frequency, fDR 
Experimental Conditions:  N = 100 turns, fMI = 10.0 MHz, fCR = 10.0 MHz with 
Capacitor = 1800 pF, Input Voltage, VI = 6.4 V 
 
 
(a) f DR = 11.0 MHz 
 
(b) fDR = 10.0 MHz 
 
(c) fDR = 9.8 MHz 
 








(e) fDR = 9.4 MHz 
 
(f) fDR = 9.2 MHz 
 
(g) fDR = 8.0 MHz 




Varying the number of turns of pickup coil, N 
Experimental Conditions: fDR = 10.0 MHz, fMI = 10.0 MHz, fCR = 10.0 MHz 
with Capacitor = 47 pF and 22 pF for N = 300 and 500 turns respectively, Input 








(a) N = 300 turns 
 
(b) N = 500 turns 
Figure D.6 Input and output voltage signals waveforms for Sample 4 for 
varying N 
 
D.5 Sample 5 
Varying the driving frequency, fDR 
Experimental Conditions:  N = 100 turns, fMI = 1.0 MHz, fCR = 1.0 MHz with 
Capacitor = 0.15 µF, Input Voltage, VI = 6.4 V 
 
(a) f DR = 10.0 MHz 
 








(c) fDR = 1.0 MHz 
 
(d) fDR = 0.8 MHz 
Figure D.7 Input and output voltage signals waveforms for Sample 5 for 
varying fDR 
D.6 Sample 6 
Experimental Conditions:  N = 100 turns, fDR = 3.0 MHz, fMI = 3.0 MHz,, fCR = 
3.0 MHz with Capacitor = 3900 pF, Input Voltage, VI = 1.3 V 
Figure D.8 Input and output voltage signals waveforms for Sample 6 
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D.7 Sample 7 
Experimental Conditions:  N = 100 turns, fDR = 3.0 MHz, fMI = 3.0 MHz, fCR = 
3.0 MHz with Capacitor = 3900 pF, Input Voltage, VI = 1.3 V 
  
Figure D. 9 Input and output voltage signals waveforms for Sample 7 
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D.8 Sample 8 
Varying the number of turns of pickup coil, N 
Experimental Conditions:  N = 100 turns, fDR = 10.0 MHz, fMI = 10.0 MHz, fCR 
= 10.0 MHz with Capacitor = 1800 pF, Input Voltage, VI = 6.4 V 
 
Figure D.10 Input and output voltage signals waveforms for Sample 8 
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Experimental Conditions:  N = 700 turns, fDR = 10.0 MHz, fMI = 10.0 MHz, fCR 
= 10.0 MHz with Capacitor = 6 pF, Input Voltage, VI = 4.5 V 
  
Figure D.11 Input and output voltage signals waveforms for Sample 8 
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APPENDIX E  Data for Sensitivity and Resolution Measurement  
E1. Sensitivity and Resolution Measurement Data  
Table E. 1: Sensitivity and Resolution measurement data at fMI = fCR = fDR 
Sensitivity (mV/Oe) 







+Hext to -Hext -Hext to +Hext Average 
Resolution (T) 
1. 100 1.0 1.0 1.0 Circumferential 76.420 77.720 77.070 2.37 710−×  
2. 100 1.0 1.0 1.0 Circumferential 95.550 88.350 91.950 2.82 710−×  
3. 100 10.0 10.0 10.0 Longitudinal 369.850 342.500 356.175 3.00 710−×  
100 10.0 10.0 10.0 2273.700 2273.700 2273.700 2.18 710−×  
300 10.0 10.0 10.0 898.010 898.010 898.010 8.00 810−×  4. 
500 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Longitudinal 
342.490 365.520 354.005 6.00 810−×  
5. 100 1.0 1.0 1.0 Longitudinal 191.230 188.350 189.790 2.29 710−×  
6. 100 3.0 3.0 3.0 Circumferential 1122.400 1208.800 1165.600 8.3 810−×  
7. 100 3.0 3.0 3.0 Longitudinal 1276.500 1265.000 1270.750 6.2 810−×  
100 10.0 10.0 10.0 1132.500 1132.500 1132.500 6.0 810−×  8. 
700 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Longitudinal 
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+Hext to -Hext -Hext to +Hext Average 
1.0 1.0 10.0 5.470 4.606 5.038 
1.0 1.0 2.0 14.390 10.790 12.590 
1.0 1.0 1.0 76.420 77.720 77.070 
100 
1.0 1.0 0.8 
Circumferential 
68.360 71.960 70.160 
 









+Hext to -Hext -Hext to +Hext Average 
1.0 1.0 10.0  2.302 3.309 2.806 
1.0 1.0 2.0  3.453 3.021 3.237 
1.0 1.0 1.0  95.55 88.35 91.95 
100 
1.0 1.0 0.8  
Circumferential 
71.959 50.366 61.163 
 









+Hext to -Hext -Hext to +Hext Average 
10.0 10.0 11.0 76.269 86.346 81.308 
10.0 10.0 10.0 369.850 342.500 356.175 
10.0 10.0 9.8 305.100 260.480 282.790 
10.0 10.0 9.6 207.220 243.210 225.215 
10.0 10.0 9.4 174.130 197.160 185.645 
10.0 10.0 9.2 143.920 185.660 164.790 
100 
10.0 10.0 8.0 
Longitudinal 
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+Hext to -Hext -Hext to +Hext Average 
10.0 10.0 11.0 474.880 474.880 474.880 
10.0 10.0 10.0 2273.700 2273.700 2273.700 
10.0 10.0 9.8 1194.500 1223.300 1208.900 
10.0 10.0 9.6 892.250 935.440 913.845 
10.0 10.0 9.4 805.880 921.040 863.460 
10.0 10.0 9.2 742.550 962.800 852.675 
100 
10.0 10.0 8.0 
Longitudinal 
566.970 600.080 583.525 
 









+Hext to -Hext -Hext to +Hext Average 
1.0 1.0 10.0  10.793 11.656 11.225 
1.0 1.0 2.0  26.337 25.473 25.905 
1.0 1.0 1.0  191.230 188.350 189.790 
100 
1.0 1.0 0.8  
Longitudinal 
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APPENDIX F Sensitivity Measurement Curves 
F.1 Graph of Sensitivity against fDR for Sample 1 to 5 























f DR = f CR 
 
Figure F. 1 Graph of Sensitivity (mV/Oe) against fDR (MHz) for Sample 1 
























f DR = f CR 
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f DR = f CR 
 
Figure F. 3 Graph of Sensitivity (mV/Oe) against fDR (MHz) for Sample 3 



















f DR = f CR 
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f DR = f CR 
 
Figure F. 5 Graph of Sensitivity (mV/Oe) against fDR (MHz) for Sample 5 
 
F.2 Sensitivity measurement curve for Sample 1 











H ext (O e)
 +H ext to  -H e xt
 -H ext to  +H e xt
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4 5  + H e x t to  -H e x t
 -H e x t to  + H e x t
G ra p h  o f  V p p  (m V )  a g a in s t H e x t (O e )  fo r  S a m p le  1





H e x t (O e )
 
Figure F. 7 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 2.0 MHz 
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100  +H ext to  -H ext
 -H ext to  +H ext
G raph  o f V pp (m V ) against H ext (O e) fo r S am ple  1





H ext (O e)
 
Figure F. 9 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 0.8 MHz 
 
F.3 Sensitivity measurement curve for Sample 2 







 +H ext to  -H ext
 -H ext to  +H ext
G rap h  o f V pp (m V ) ag ain s t H ext (O e) fo r S am p le  2
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 + H e xt to  -H e x t
 -H e x t to  + H e xt
G ra p h  o f V p p  (m V ) a g a in s t H ext (O e ) fo r S a m p le  2





H ext (O e )
 
Figure F. 11 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 2.0 MHz 








 +H ext to  -H ext
 -H ext to  +H ext
G raph of V pp (m V) against H ext (O e) for Sam ple 2
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140  +H ext to  -H ext
 -H ext to  +H ext
G raph o f V pp (m V ) against H ext (O e) fo r S am ple  2





H ext (O e)
 
Figure F. 13 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 0.8 MHz 
 
F.4 Sensitivity measurement curve for Sample 3 
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 +H ext to  -H ext
 -H ext to  +H ext
G raph of V pp (m V) against H ext (O e) fo r Sam ple 3





H ext (O e)
 
Figure F. 15 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 10.0 MHz 








1000  +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 3
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 +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 3







Figure F. 17 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 9.6 MHz 












680  +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 3
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Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 3
          for fDR= 9.2 MHz, fCR= fMI= 10.0 MHz
 +Hext to -Hext







Figure F. 19 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 9.2 MHz 








Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 3
         for fDR= 8.0 MHz, fCR= fMI= 10.0 MHz
 +Hext to -Hext
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540  +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 3







Figure F. 21 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fCR = 0 Hz 










 +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 3
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F.5 Sensitivity measurement curve for Sample 4 







 +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 4







Figure F. 23 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 11.0 MHz 







 +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 4
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2800  +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 4







Figure F. 25 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 9.8 MHz 







 +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 4
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 +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 4







Figure F. 27 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 9.4 MHz 







 +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 4
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 +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 4







Figure F. 29 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 8.0 MHz 








 +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 4
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800  +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 4







Figure F. 31 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 500 & fDR = 10.0 MHz 
 
F.6 Sensitivity measurement curve for Sample 5 
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G raph o f V pp (m V) against H ext (O e) for Sam ple 5
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55  +H ext to  -H ext
 -H ext to +H ext
Graph of V pp (m V) against H ext (O e) for Sam ple 5







Figure F. 33 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 2.0 MHz 
















 +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 5
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200  +Hext to -Hext
 -Hext to +Hext
Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for Sample 5







Figure F. 35 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 0.8 MHz 
 
F.7 Sensitivity measurement curve for Sample 6 











G ra p h  o f V pp (m V ) a g a in s t H ext (O e ) fo r S a m p le  6
          fo r fD R=  3 .0  M H z, fC R=  fM I=  3 .0  M H z
 + H ext to  -H e xt
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F.8 Sensitivity measurement curve for Sample 7 







1 0 5 0
1 2 0 0
 + H e x t to  -H e x t
 -H e x t to  + H e x t
G ra p h  o f V p p  (m V ) a g a in s t H e xt (O e ) fo r  S a m p le  7





H e x t (O e )
 
Figure F. 37 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 100 & fDR = 3.0 MHz 
F.9 Sensitivity measurement curve for Sample 8 









G ra p h  o f V p p  (m V ) ag a in s t H ext (O e ) fo r S a m p le  8
          fo r fD R=  1 0 .0  M H z , fC R=  fM I=  1 0 .0  M H z
 + H e xt to  -H e xt
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 +H ext to -H ext
 -H ext to +H ext
Graph of V pp (m V) against H ext (Oe) for Sam ple 8







Figure F. 39 Graph of Vpp (mV) against Hext (Oe) for N = 700 & fDR = 10.0 MHz 
 
 
